Title word cross-reference

#5375 [Ort85].

(A − λB)X = 0 [Boo67a]. 0
[BP68, Per66b, Pro69, Tur66]. 1
[BP68, Her61l, Pro69]. 1024 [Giv68]. 13
[Fos62]. 16 [Fos62]. 2 [BW63, Her61l]. 27
[Gol67a]. 2n × 2n [Cha67b]. 3
[BR64a, LHJ68, Rec66a]. 3 × 3 [Smi61b]. 4
[Fos62]. 48 [Kue61]. 5 [Fos62]. 69 [BR64a]. 64
[DH97b]. 700 [Lan66]. 8
[Ano68a, Gol67a, Loh68a]. 84 [GR64]. 9
[BR64a]. A [Bar63c]. α [Gal64a].
AUTOMAST [BB66a]. I_n(t) [Per64a]. β
[Gal64a]. cos(x)/x [Gau66a, GK70].
Δ(u) = F(u) [GY63]. E

[Col65, HB62, Yar67], e^x
[Ber60b, Fen61, Lub60, Oli61]. e^x/x
[Gau66a, GK70]. Ei(x) [Pac70, Red70]. F
[CH88, Dor68, Mor69a]. H_n(X) [Gal60d]. I
[Cla60a, Cla60b]. I_n(t) [Per63a]. J
[Gun65b, Gun65c, BR64a]. J_n(x) [SK69]. k
[Bro60b, Gar63]. K_i(x) [GP64]. L_n(X)
[Gal60c]. LU [BG69a]. M [Bla63a, Col63c,
Tho63c, Tho63d, WW63a, WW63b]. N
[DP67, McK65a, Rub61, Bla63a, Col63c,
Day65, McC66, Nes61, Nol67, Tho63c,
Tho63d, VM69, Wir65b, WW63a, WW63b,
Bro60b, Cad63, Ken65, Tra61a]. N^th
[Her61k]. O [Per66b, Tur66]. P_n(X)
[Gal60f, Her61c]. π [Yar67]. Q
[Per64a, Per63a]. sin(x)/x [Gau66a, GK70].
√x [Mou67], t [Lev69, Mor68a]. T_n [Her61b],
T_n(X) [Gal60c]. X [HJ67b, CH64, TS63,
Tha63b, Tha67b, Tha67a]. Y [Gar63].

-ary [Ken65]. -Bessel [Per63a, Per64a]. -bit [Ano65a, DH97b, GR64, Kue61, Loh68a]. -D [LHJ68]. -Digit [Gol67a, Fos62].

dimensional [Cad63, Rub61, Nol67, McC66].
dimensions [Gar63]. -Distribution [Lev69, Dor68]. -level [BW63].
multiprogramming [Dij68b]. -notation [Bar63c]. -point [Day65]. -ring [Rec66a].

Test [CH88, Mor68a, Mor69a].}
A1
[De 73, Bow65a, Cha67e, McK65c, McK65a, McK67a, McK68c, Mck65b, Sin69d, Sin69c]. Abacus [Kan60, Win67]. Abbreviating [BG60]. abbreviation [Giv68, LR63]. Abbreviations [Mor68c]. ability [Wan62]. Abscissas [Boo67e, Wel66a, Wel66b]. Absolute [Fri67]. absorption [WSP63]. Abstract [McN68, Foa61, Gin61, Her68]. abstracting [EW61, Edm64]. Abstracts [Ano62c, NS60, Bor62]. Academic [Ass68, ACH + 68]. Accelerating [Fox69]. acceptable [Bor62]. acceptance [Mal66]. Access [Bay69, FS63, Hub63]. Accessed [SB69]. Accommodating [Moo68]. Account [Eck63]. accountability [Lah65]. accounting [Ros64c]. Accumulators [Ros65c]. Accuracy [Bur62, Gol67a, Bra64a, CC64]. acknowledgements [Han62]. ACM [Kle64, Mil66, Ort85, Sal69c, Sch69d, Sil69, Tra60a, Ass68, Alt62, Ano60a, Ano62e, Ano62f, Ano62m, Ano62n, Ano62o, Ano64a, Arm64, Arm60, ACH + 68, Bau64b, Bri64b, Car69, CHK + 65, Cor67, Dod68, FO67, Fir69, For64c, For64d, For64e, For65c, For65d, For65a, For65b, For66d, For66e, For66f, Gal68a, Gal68c, Gal68d, Gal68e, Gal68f, Gal69d, Gal69f, Gal69b, Gal69e, Gal69c, Gal69a, Gal69h, Gal69i, Gal69j, Gal69g, GS62, Gau64a, Gil62, Got69, Gro69a, Gr64, Han62, Hus60c, Hus60a, Hus60b, Hus61f, Hus61g, Hus61j, Hus61h, Hus61i, Hus61a, Hus61b, Hus61c, Hus61d, Hus62b, Hus62c, Hus62d, Hus62f, Hus62e, JE69, Jun64, Ken60a, Mad60, Mos65, Oet66c, Oet66a, Oet66b, Oet67a, Oet67b, Oet67c, Ohl69, Pay65, Per64, RW65, Sal66d, Sha66b, Smi67c, Sta65a]. ACM [Tei64, War65, Zak66]. acquisition [Edw63, LK67]. acronyms [Dod68]. Across [FW65b]. actions [Ano63a]. active [CS66, Fis61]. ACTIVITY [Gor63b, Bro63a, RT64, Sch68, Ulr69]. 


ALCOR [BGPW67, GPW65, ST64]. 

Algebra [GIB65, Ver65, BCD + 62, Mau66, WB64, Bos63c, Mil63c]. Algebraic [Gal60b, LG65, CH61, Hea66c, Rom61a, Sti62]. algebraically [SH66]. ALGOL [Gor64e, WH66b, WW66a, Abr66, Ano63a, Ano69a, AGG61b, Bac61, Bot61, Bou66, Bro63c, Bur65a, Che64, Chu65, Con61, DN66, Dij61, EPV61, Flo60b, Flo62f, FvdtGT62, GP66, GP67, Gar64b, Gor64d, Gra61a, Haa65, Hea64, Her69a, HMM60, HW61b, IF61, Iro61, In65, JMN61, KKR65, Kau63b, KM61, KBH + 64, Kn67, Kur66, Lan65a, Lan65b, Lie64, Mcl60b, McK65d, NBB + 60, Nau63k, NBB + 63, Nau65, Par66c, Par66e, PI64, PV64, Ros64a, Ros63a, ST64, Sat61a, Snu69, Sch62l, SB63, Smi60a, SW61, TTW61, Tha62g, TDTW61, Utn63, Ve66b, Vos64, WY62, Wei65a, Wei61a, Wei63b, Wir63, WH66a, WW66b, WW66c, Woo69].
Woo63, Zar65, von67, BS61a, FR69, Sin68a, Sin68b, Sin69a, Sin69e. **Algorithm** [BS61a].

**ALGOL-based** [DN66, FR69].

**ALGOL-like** [Chu65, Par66e, Ros64a].

**Algorithm** [Cla60c, Col78, CH88, Er85, Flo60b, GF64a, Gau64a, GR70, HP85, HOK73, Hub66, Ito76, Jan77, Knu66c, KD71, Mei65, Men62, Mis75, Nov85, Obr73, Pat69a, Per69, Pet70, PS76, Pom65, Rey61c, Ros69a, SS68, Sin69b, Sko75a, Sko78, Sta65a, Ten77, Tra82, WF66, eL76, AGG61c, Ber68a, Bus67a, CC67, CF69b, Cod60b, DF60, Fv66, Flo61, Fo61, FL68, Gal64a, GM69, GF64b, GR67, HW65, Hen66b, Hom66, HT68, How68a, HB66, Iro63, KA69, Lan67, Lon62, MW66, Mes69, Mil68, Nau63c, OS67b, Par66a, Ree66, Rod68, Roe66, RBS66, Sil60b, Sin69, Sla64, Th66, Th68, Tob66a, Abr65, Ada69, Air66, Ale61a, Ale61c, All65, Am62, Art63, Bac69a, BF61, Bar63a, BG68a, BG69a, BW64, Bua61, BS62, Bau63, Bay65b, Bay66a, Bay66b]. **Algorithm** [Bay68a, Bay66b, Bay73, Be66a, Beh62a, Beh62b, Beh62c, Beh62d, Beh63, BP66, Bel68, Ber66, Ber68b, Bit63, Bla64a, Bla64b, Bla66a, Bla63a, Bla66b, Bla66c, Ble66a, Ble66b, BP67, Boo65b, Boo63a, Boo63b, Boo64c, Boo64b, Boo64a, Boo65c, Boo66a, Boo66b, Boo67c, Boo67a, Boo67b, Boo67d, Boo67e, Boo69, BS60, BB74, Bos63c, Bos63a, Bos63b, Bow65a, Bow65b, BM67c, Bra67, BM67b, Bra64a, Bra64b, BW68b, BW68c, Bra69, Bre61, Bri63a, Bri63b, Bri65, Bro61a, Bro61b, Bro62b, Bro62a, Bro67b, Bro62c, Buc62, Bu74, Bus65a, Bus65b, BG69d, BP68, Cac61b, Cac61a, Cac62, Cac64, Cha67, Cha67c, Cha67e, CF69a, Cla69b, Cla69a, CKP63, Cla63, Cla60a, Cla60b, CH64, Cla60c, Cle69, Cli69, Cob69, Cob61a, Cob62, Cob63a, Cob63b, Cob64a, Cob64b, Cob61a]. **Algorithm** [Col61b, Col63c, Col62a, Col62b, Col62c, Col62d, Col62e, Col62f, Col62h, Col62g, Col62i, Col62j, Col62k, Con62, Cou62a, Cou62b, CS61, CT62, Cun62a, Cun62b, Cun62c, Cyv64b, CC64, Cyv64a, DW62a, DW62b, Dav76, De 73, De 68a, De 68b, De66b, De66a, Dia69, Die62, Dig63, Dom63, DRG63, Dor64, Dor68, Dub61, Duk69, DP67, Dur64, Dwy63, Eav62, ES62, Ell60a, Ell65, Ell74a, Ell74b, Erw62, Eva62, Eva63, Fai69, Far66, Far69, Fen68, Fer65, Fet62, Fet63b, Fet63a, Fet63c, Fet63d, Fen60, Fie69, FS67a, FV63, Fle63, FS66, Fle66, Flo62a, Flo60a, Flo62c, Flo62d, Flo62b, Flo64a, For63b, For60a, For60b, FH60, FH64, Fre63a, Fre63b, Fre61, Fri67, Gai74, Gal67, Gal60c, Gal60d, Gal60e, Gal60f, Gk62, Gal64b, Gau64c, Gau64d, Gau65a, Gau65b]. **Algorithm** [Gau66a, Gau66b, Gau68, Gau69a, Gau69b, GK70, Geo62a, Geo62c, Geo62b, Geo62e, Geo62d, Geo62f, Geo63a, Geo63b, Geo63e, Geo63c, Geo63e, Gia62, Gia61, Gia61, Gib61, Gib63, Gil61, Gor60, GB68, Gra60, Gra65, Gra63a, Gra63b, Gra64, Gra69, Gra68a, Gra62c, GR70, Gun65b, Gun65c, Gun65a, Gun67, Hac62, HL62, Haf63, Hal63a, HR69, Hal62, Hal64, HB69, Han66b, HR64, Hau63a, Hel62a, HO61a, HKV68, Hen62a, Hen62b, Hen63d, Hen63b, Hen63c, Hen63a, Her60a, Her61, Her61f, Her61o, Her61n, Her61m, Her61i, Her61l, Her61h, Her61g, Her61k, Her61p, Her61a, Her61j, Her61c, Her61d, Her61q, Her60b, Her69b, HP66, HP67, Hj67a, Hj67b, Hil69, Hil62d, Hil62e, Hil62c, Hil62b, Hil62a, Hil66, Hil67a, Hoa61c, Hoa61a, Hoa61b, Hoa68, HOK73, Hol62, HL66b, HL66c, Hop63a, Hop63b]. **Algorithm** [How62a, How69, Hun68, Ibb63a, Ibb63b, Ing61b, Ing62a, Ing62b, Is63, Jef61, Jef62, JS62b, JS62a, JS62c, Jue63b, Jue64, KF63a, KF63c, KF63b, Kas63, Kau62a, Kau62b, Kau63a, Kau60b, Ker66, Kiv62a, Kiv62b, KK74, Kli69, Knu61, Knu69, Koh67, Köl68a, Köl68b, Köl69a, Köl69b, Köl69c, Köl72, KD71, Kon63a, Kon63c, Kop74, KW62a,
KW62b, KW62c, KW62e, KW62f, KW62g, Kub65, Kun62, Kur62, Lan65c, Lap63, Lar66b, Lau63, Law63, Lea60b, Lea60a, Lea61, Lef66, Lev69, Lev75, Lip61a, Lip61b, Lio66, Lou70, LG64, Lud63, Luk63, Mac65, Mac68, Mac69, Mac61b, MM73, Mac60a, Mac60b, Mak67a, Mak67c, Mak67b, May62a, May62b, May61b, May62c, May62d, Mc62e, Mc62f, Mc62b, Mc65c, Mc65a, Mc65b, Mc65a, Mc65b, Mc65a, Mc65b, Mc65a, Mc65b. **Algorithm** [McK62c, McK62d, McK63a, MT63, McK63b, McK64a, MT64, McK64b, McK65d, Mck65b, Med65, Mer62, Mes69, Mey63, Mif61, Mif63c, Mif63a, Mif63b, Mif63d, Mill64c, Mor64, Mor68a, Mor69a, Mut68, Nau60a, Nau60b, Nau63a, Nau63b, Nau63f, Nau63g, Nau63h, Nau63i, Nau64b, Nau64a, Nau64c, Nes61, New62, New63c, New65, Nie72, NoI68, NoI69, Non68, OW68a, Obr63, Oli68, Oly64, Opp64, OS67a, OS67c, OS68, Ose60, Pac70, Pan68b, Par69b, Pea60, Pea61, Pec62b, Pec62c, PS62a, Pec62a, PS62b, Pec64, PW66, Per63a, Per64a, Per64b, Per69, Per62a, Per62b, Pet70, Pfa62, PS65, Phi62, Pik66, PH65, Pik65a, Pik65b, Pik65c, Pik65d, Pik65e, PH66a, PH66b, PH67, Pit67, Poo63, Pri64b, Pro69, Rad61, RT61, Rad71, RB62, Ran62a, Ran62b, Ran61, Red70, Re64, Rei65b, Rei64c]. **Algorithm** [Rel62d, Rel62a, Rel62f, Rel62e, Rel62b, Rel62g, Rel63c, Rel63a, Rei65b, Rey61b, Ric61a, Rob67b, Rob69, Rod63a, Rod63c, Rod63b, RG63a, RG63b, Roe62, Rot64, Roy73, Rut62a, Rut62b, Rut63a, Rut63b, Sag64, SS68, Sam65a, Sas61, Sao69, Sch62a, SS62b, SS62c, Sch62b, Sch69b, Sch69d, Sch63f, Sch63c, Sch63g, Sch63b, Sch72b, Sch72a, Sch64b, Sch63i, Sco63, Sco65, Sha62a, Sha62b, Sha63a, ST63, She63, Shi62, Shi64, Sho68, SED69, Sil60a, Sil69, Sim67, Sin68a, Sin68b, Sin69a, Sin69b, Sin69d, Sin69c, Sin69e, Sko75b, Smi62, SA62, Smi66b, Smi69c, Smi69b, SM70, Sno68, Sol61, Sp67b, Sp67c, Sp67a, Sp67d, Spr60, Sta56b, Sta56c, Ste62, Ste66a, Ste66b, Ste62b, Sto62a, Sto63, Str67, Str62, Sul72, Syn63a, Syn63b, TS69a, Tan63b, TeI65, Tha60a, Tha60b]. **Algorithm** [Tha60c, Tha61a, Tha61b, Tha61c, Tha62d, Tha62a, Tha62e, Tha62b, Tha62c, Tha63a, TS63, Tha63b, Tha63c, Tha63b, Tha63m, Tha63f, Tha63b, Tha63n, Tha63l, Tha63a, Tha63i, Tha63j, Tha63d, Tha63k, Tha63e, Tha64a, Tha64d, Tha66a, Tha66b, Tha67b, Tha67a, Tho63c, Tho63d, Tho63b, Tha63, TS69b, Tro62, Van61, VM69, Var65, Vos73, Wal64, Wal62, Wal63, Was63a, Was63b, Was63c, Was65, Wat69, Weg60b, Wel62b, Wel62a, Wel63a, Wel64b, Wel66a, Wel66b, Wel67a, Wel67b, Whi62a, Whi68a, Whi62b, Wil64d, Wil66c, Wil72, Wil73, Wir64, Wir65a, Wir65b, Wit68, Wit63, WO61, WW63a, Woi61b, Woi61a, WW63b, Wri63, Zie68, van63a, van63b, vdr63]. **Algorithmic** [NBB+60, NBB+63, Gra62, Rab62]. **Algorithms** [And64, Ano64b, Ano65a, Ano66a, Ano67, Ano68b, Ano69a, Ano69d, BJ66a, For64b, For66b, For66c, GC67, Gra63c, Gri65b, Her66, Lon70, Nak67, Per66a, RR63, Sho68, Tha63p, Weg60c, Fox69, Gri65a, GLC68, Hut63, KeI61, MC65, Nee66, Tew66, van68b, Bos63d, Fri72, Hii62f, Nau63d, Nau63c, Ph66c, Tha62f, Wil61a]. **allocating** [O’N61]. **Allocation** [Fot61, Sat61a, ABr67, Coh61b, Col61c, DGP67, Fit64, HL61, Hol61, JMN61, Kel61, Luc67, Mah61, RK68, Ris61, Rob61b, Sam61a, Sam61b]. **Allocator** [Kno65]. **ALPAC** [Rob67a]. **alpha** [RT64, Yer66]. **alphabets** [Sha64]. **Alphanumeric** [Ano69e, Bow63]. **allocate** [Ort85]. **Ambiguity** [Kin68, Flo62c, Her69a, Kai62, Ros64d]. **AMBIT** [Chr66]. **Amendment** [Gor64b]. **Amer** [Ort85]. **American**
13

SS66a, SOW62, TL66a, TL66b, Tit67c, Ver65, War60, Wei66c, WB65, WDHS65, Wir69, Wir70, YK66, Zaj64, von67, AWZ64, And60a, And65a, Ano68a, AH64, Atc66b, Atec66a, Ach68, Ban64, Ban68, BF62, BHTR69, Beh66, Bel61b, BMMS66, Bla61, BR64b, BRW66, Bos62, Bre62, Bre64, Bri67, BW63, Bry66, BN66, Cal67a, Col65, CHK+65, CF66, CG64, Dam64, DB63, DB64, Dav66, Den66, DP64, DS61a, computer [Dod68, Don69, Dow61, Dun65a, Ell68, EHL67, Fei61, Fei62, Fes67b, Fol63, For67, Fre62, Fri69a, Guc68, Gil66, Gol63, Gor63c, Gri66, HA67, Ham66a, HCJ62, Hea66c, How62b, Hut65b, Hut68, Jac64, Kah63, KRK64, Kat63a, Km66, Kle64, KM64, Knu62b, Knu63c, Koc61, Kri68, KO68, Law64, LNS63, LW62b, Loh68a, LR63, Man65, Mar63, MLM67, Mc66, Mil66, MM63, Mor68c, Mul64, NWW67, OA62, OSS69, Org68, PP62, Per64d, Piz66, Pol65, Pre65, RFSC66, RT64, RSWM66, Sal67a, Sal67b, SS67, SBS64, Sha62c, Sha68, She66, SL62, Sim65, Sim62, SP66, SLS64, SP66, Sut68, Sve61, Te62, Tit67i, Wal66, Wal67, Weg60a, Weg62b, Wei62a, Wei61b, Wei64a, Wei65b, Wes67, Whi64a, WM65].

Computer-aided [Ros61a, WM65].

Computer-assisted [SS66a].

computer-controlled [Gil66].

Computer-Drawn [Knu63a].

Computer-made [Zaj64].

computer-oriented [DS61].

Computer-usage [Ros64c].

Computer/communication [Bau66].

Computers [Ban65, Ban67b, Bro63a, Can69, Car62, Gor63b, Got63, Gur60, Kce64, RF65, Tit67d, Van69, Aue61, Bar61c, BC62, Boo60, BS61b, Den68a, Ecc61, Ehr68, Fre63c, Ham68, Har68a, Hau64, Kat60, Kol61, Las69b, Lue60, MEF63, MNW65, Mas60, Per64e, Per64g, RC64, Ram66, Ros65a, Sch69c, Sch62c, Son62, Tra64, Wei67b, Wir66].

Computing [Ano62a, CR67, Den68c, Fin69, Hub63, KA69, Mor60, San61, Sin67, Ano62j, Ar64d, AGMP62, Bar60, But66, CM63, Gre61b, Her68, Lyn66, PGBF69, Ros65b, RBS66, Tit67b, Van68a, WW67], concept [Hea66a]. Concepts [Mor69b, Ban62].

concerning [Jun61]. Concordance [Pai60].

Concurrent [Di65, deB67, Hym66, Knu66a, Knu66b, dB67].

conditional [Bro65a, HW61b]. conditions [Egl63].

Conference [Ano62b, Kat60, Mor60, Nad62b, Fir69].

conferences [Ano62a, Fei67]. Confidence [HP66]. Confidential [KM61].

configuration [WM66]. Configurations [Per69, For63a, Sme69]. Confluent [KF63a, Tha62f, Tha63a, Rei63c]. confusion [Tur66].

Congress [Ano62d, Ano62c]. Congresses [Ros68, Zem69].

Congressman [Fit68].

congruential [DHO00]. Conjugate [Ree64].

connected [Gor61a]. connections [Iro64].

connectives [Ano63b, Swi60a]. cons [Boh62a, Ohi62, Sam62b, Tit67i]. conscious [Kol61].

Considerations [Fuc68, BG64].

considered [Dij68a]. Console [FK60, Den68a, RBCR68].

constants [AHD63, PV64, Yar67].

constitution [Gal69j, Mad60].

Constrained [Dei66b].

Constraint [Wil64b].

Constraint-type [Will64b].

Constraints [Pec62b, St62a, Cod60b, Iso63, Ska66, Syn63a, Syn63b].

Constructing [Gri65b, CG64, EPV61, Gri65a, Kor69].

Construction [Aeg59, Ano66b, Tra60a, Bou66, Bro66, Cle61, Dun65a, Fis68, Fol63, Gre63a, Gri66, Rob66b, RS65b]. containing [Hen63d, Hen63a, Pri64a].

Content [McN63].

Content-Oriented [McN63].

Contents [LK68b, Col66a, LK68a].

Context [GP65, Flo64b, Kun66, Ros64d, Ung68].

Context-Free [GP65, Kun66, Ung68].

Contextual [RG65, Wei67b]. Continued

E1 [Sta65b]. E2 [Bee67c, Boo67d, Wat69]. E4 [Dav76, BP66, BB69, MM73, Sil69, Smi69b, TS69b, Var65, Was65, Wel65].

earlier [Nau63f]. Easy [RBCR68].

Editor
[Kn64, La62, Mc65d, deB67, DL67, GF68, Sa69, Ab68, Ab68, Ar68, Ag67, Ag65, An62, An64, An66b, Ar61, AG61b, Ar60, B.61, Ba61, Ba68, BLC65, Bj66a, Be61, Be67b, Be68, BMB68, Bo65, Bo60, Bri67, Bur65a, Bus67b, CB60, Cha61b, Che64, Cla68, Cod67, Col69, Col65, Con61, Cor67, Dav66, De 61, De 67, De68, Des61, Det60, Deu60, Din62, Dij61, Dij68a, Dof68, Dow69, Du61, Du65a, Elk65, Erc60, Fe67, Fel69, Fer62, Fer64, Fik67a, Fir69, Fit68, Fv68, Fol63, For63a, Ga63a, Ga67, Ga60a, Ga60b, Ga68b, Ge60, Ge68, Giv68, Giv69, Goe64, Goo68, Gor65a, Gos65, Gre60b, Gr61c, Gri65a, Gro69a, Ha65, Har65b, HG70, Hen66b, Her61s, Her61r, How68a, How68b, Hub66, Hu60d, Hu65a, Iwe65, JE69, Jun61, Kin65b, KG62]. Editor
[Kn63c, K66, Kn66b, Ko61, Ko61, Kn63b, Kri68, KS60, La68, La62b, Lor63, M.67, Ma60, MS60, Ma68, Mar68b, May61a, Mc63, Mc67, Me69a, Mc68a, Mc68c, Me61, Men62, Mor68c, Nad67, Oh69, OS67b, Ort68, Owe65a, Owe65b, Par68b, Pay65, Pip61, PD68, Pol66b, Pos60, Pyl67b, R63, Rei65a, Rey61a, RD68, Rod68, Ros65a, Ros68, Ros66a, Ros66c, Rus65, Sa63, Sam65c, San61, Sa65, Sat61b, Sch65b, Sco64, Sha68, Ski68, Swa65, Th66, TDTW61, Wag60, Sil60c, War65, Wei61a, Wei69a, Wei63b, Whi64b, Whi69, WR1+60, Wirt6, Wis68, Wo66, Wo68, Wh67, Wyl61, Yar68, You65a, Zem69, van68b].

Editor-in-Chief [An62]. Editorial
[Got69, Sa68a, Sa68b, Aue65, O’C66]. EDP [And66, AHD63, Sch66b]. Education
[Ham68, McNo8, Car66b, Den64, Kee64, Oet66d, Ber60c, EH68]. educational [For67]. EEG [PL65]. effective [And66, Sa64]. effectors [Bem67b, Pyl67a]. effects [AZW64, Whi64a]. Efficiencies [GP65]. efficiency [BM68, DF60, Hic62, Kun66, Nag60, Smi60b, W61, Yer66].

Efficient
[De 73, Goe63c, GR70, Pe70, Sc65a, Sm69b, Sin69d, Egl63, Flo61, Ge65, JAR68, Say69a, Say69b, W67, Tha64c, Wa67a].

Efron
[Bre68. Egler [Mon64].

Eigenvalue
[App62, And60b]. Eigenvalues [Smi61b, BKK66, BKK66, Or85, R63, Boo67a, Bus65b, GB68, Nie72, We67a, We67b].

Eigen vectors
[App62, Boo67a, Bus65b, Cha67b, GB68, Nie72, We67b, New63a, New65].

Eigenvectors
[App62, Boo67a, Bus65b, Cha67b, GB68, Nie72, We67b, New63a, New65].

ECEF
[GP65].

ECF
[BM68, DF60, Hic62, Kun66, Nag60, Smi60b, W61, Yer66].

Editors
[KN69, Sal68a, Sal68b, Aue65, O’C66].

EDP
[And66, AHD63, Sch66b].

Education
[Hal65, Boc65].

Efficiency
[BM68, DF60, Hic62].

Eleven
[Gor66c].

Eleven-sixteenths
[Gor66c].

Eliminate
[KRR64]. Eliminating [Tob66b, Ka62].

Elimination
[Kun65, GM69, Mos66, New65]. ELIZA
[Wei66c].

Ellipsoid
[Dor64].

Elliptic
[Jef61, Mer62, Sko78, BJ61, Ehr66, Far69, Her61m, Her61n, Jef62, Lar66b, Mey63, Sal62b, Tha63a, Tha63m, Tha63f, vR63].

else
[Kru63b, Mat64, Abr66].

emergence
[Ord67]. emphasizing [MM67c]. Empirical
[Hib63, Pex64]. employing [GB69a].

Emulation
[Tuc65]. emulator
[Ben65].

Emulators
[Gre66a].

encoding
[Bro65a, DD68b, SK64].

End
[RS65a].

endeavor
[Oet67c].

Endorsing
[Cla68].

energy
[WM66].

Engineering
[Kub66b, For66a, Gal90, Kat60, Nic61].

English
[BMB61, Boh62b, CW62, DBT69, Gaw63, MS65, RBCR68, Sam66c, Smi65, STC65, Swi60b, Vaz61].

English-like

Enumeration [BP68, EHL67, Pro69]. Environment [Bro65b, BRC69, BW68a, CCL61, CV68, FPNC66, LD67, Ros66b, Ros65b, WW67]. environments [Ano68a, Loh68a, Low69]. envision [Zak66]. equalization [Gar66]. Equation [Cle69, Fri72, Gra60, Nov85, Ale61c, BBK65, Bow65a, Cof62, Ell60a, GT60, Gre68b, Her61d, IS66, Koh67, Ono62, Pec62a, Ros66a]. Equations [Ble66b, Boo66b, DP67, Nie64, Non68, Rad71, Roe62, Ros69a, She67, Sp67c, And60a, Bae62b, BG68b, Bel61b, BKK67, Bla66c, Bro67b, DC64, Day65, Ehr66, Ell60b, Ell61, For64a, Gea66, How67, HT68, Kar66, Klo65, Kub66a, Ku66b, LSM62, Lea60a, Mos66, Pop63, SV60, Sl69, Tha66c, Van61, VM69].

Equilibration [McK62a, Mei65, Mk62d, McK64b]. Equipment [Ros66c, For63a, Sch66a]. Equivalence [GF64a, AGG61c, GF64b]. erasing [Wei64c]. Erasure [Col60]. ERF [CT62, HJ67b, Tha63d, Ibb63b]. ergodic [FL68]. Erlang [Col63a]. Errata [Knu61, Knu66a, Sal67c, WH66b, WW66a].

Erratum [Ell61]. Error [CC66, DIW66, Gau69a, Hal69, KP69, Rod67, CH64, Cle61, CT62, DW60b, Dun69, HJ67b, Iro63, K6172, Kuh66, Rab66a, Rab66b, Rab66c, Rab69, RS60, TS63, Tha63d, Tha67b, Wei61b, Wil66a, HJ67b, Tha63b, Tha67a].

error-correcting [Iro63]. Error-free [Rod67]. Errors [EV57, HS66, Kab65, Ros65c, Wol64, BS61a, Dam64, De 67, Hen66c, Hut65a, Rab66a, Rab66b, Rub61, Sch64a, Whi64b, Erc60].


Europe [Bla61]. European [Fin66, Sal67b]. Evaluating [Fik67b, Swi60b, Bak61, Ber60b, CS63a]. Evaluation [Cal67b, Eis63, Fik67b, Knu62b, RBFR68, Ber66, Cof62b, Ehr66, Ell60b, Ell61, For64a, Gea66, How67, HT68, Kar66, Klo65, Kub66a, Ku66b, LSM62, Lea60a, Mos66, Pop63, SV60, Sl69, Tha66c, Van61, VM69].

examinations [HA67]. examined [Rob67a]. Example [Ano62b, Lyn65, Mil64b]. examples [Gor61b, Gor62a, Sch62d]. excess [Bri63b, Mut66]. Exclusive [Urh69].

Execute [Bro60a, Rei65a]. Execution [LM67]. Executive [Fol67, Hei64b, Wil66b]. exercises [HW69]. exhibits [Ano62a, Mos65]. existence [Bro63c]. existing [BN64]. Expand [WN64].

Expanding [Doy65, Har68a]. Expansion [C60a, Cla60b]. Expected [Hoo69, Shu67].

Expenditures [Ham68]. Experience [Col61c, Tob66a, LMT62]. experienced [Bra68]. experiment [KM64, WG63].

Experimental [Hel64, RBFR68, CV68, Gol69, Kat67, Koc61, SEG68, STW67]. experimentation [BBK66]. Experiments [Cla69b, LG65, Sla65, BJK61, BN66, Car67, Coo67a, Fis67, Mau66, NW67].

explanations [Sch62b]. Exploratory [SEG68]. explored [Mil66]. Exponential [CR67, De66b, Fri72, KW62a, Red70].
Ale61b, Bea60, KW62b, KW62e, KW62f, MMB64a, Nea60, Pea60, Pea61, Pop63, RT61, Dei66a, Her61e, Pac70, Rel62a, Spä67a.

density [Tha63p, Fet62, Fet63b, Fet63a, Law63].
exposed [Oet67e].

Expression [Cun62a, Gia62, Cla63, Tho68].

Expressions [BE69, McC60, Nak67, Bac61, Ber60b, BG62, Bre69, HW61a, HW61b, Lom64, McK68a, Red69, Rom61a, Sto67].

Extended [Blu65, Fuc68, Lea66].

extract [HL66a, Wan62].

extrapolation [BKK65b].

extremely [Kru69].

F-distribution [SA64].

F1 [Bla66b, Boo69, BG69d, Duk69, Fer65, Gre68a, Kli69, Zie68].

F2 [Bus65a, Bus65b, New65].

F3 [PS65].

F4 [Mei65, Sch69a, BG68a, Bla66c, Ble66b, Sch69b].

fable [Kai67].

face [Gal69g].

Facilitate [OpI65, Van68a].

familiar [Sch62d].

family [DH97a, Lue60, New64a, Smi67c].

Fantasyland [Sha66b].

Fast [Kno65, RSD65, Sin67, Coh67, Lyn66, MMB64a, MMB64b, Ser69, Ber68a, Sin68a, Sin68b, Sin69a, Sin69e].

faster [TIT67d].

feasible [Mak64].

feature [Fed63, MSW65].

features [Ros648, Whe62].

February [AGG60].

Federal [Dow69].

Feldman [Abr68].

Ferguson [Jun61].

few [Woo69].

Fibonacci [Fer60, Jun61, KC63].

field [DTP63, McK64a, Sal67a, Uhr66, Wei64a].

fields [Var63].

Fifteen [Alt62].

File [Bac66b, Bay69, Coe63, Goe63c, Har65a, McG62, McI63, Pos66, SS66a, Sch63c, Bac66a, CD65, CV63, Hea66b, Hrd63, Jon62, Lyn68, Mul62b, Sch63d, Ver66, Jue63a, Nad62a].

File-handling [Har65a].

Files [DW65a, Glo63, Sus63, DW65b, Edw63, GS61b, Gre61a, Lom61, Sal68a].

Filson [CF69b, CF69a].

filtered [TD66].

filtering [Lar66a, Whi64c].

FINAC [EV57].

Final [Abr66, Bro64a, Hut65a].

Find [Hib62f, RR63, Hoo61c, Wir65a].

Finding [Bac69a, HW65, Pat69a, Rod63c, Ada67, Cal61, GC67, Poh67a, RG66, Sig66, Whi68a, DP67, New65, VM69].

Fingers [Bue59, MSR60].

finite [EHL67, Hei64b, Her61h, Hol64, Hut63, JPAR68, LG62, Man66, Nau63, Ran62a].

finite-state [Hei64b].

fitting [Fis61].

First [Ber60c, Bro60b, Gau64a, Sko75a, AGP65, But66, Cob69, Gau65b, Geo63d, Her61f, Her61m, Ose60, Tha63m].

Fists [Bue59, MSR60].

Fit [Boo67c, Boo67d, Dei66b, Dei66a, Mak67a, New62, Sch72a, Spa67a, Art63, Bit63, CKP63, Her61s, Mac61b, Mac60a, Mak67c, Mak67b, Nau64c, Wat69].

Fitting [Col63a, Pec62b, Rob61c, Col63b, GM64, Glu62, Glu63, Iso63, Mar61, SA66, DM65, dW60a].

five [Whe62].

Fixed [Goe63a, Son62].

Fixed-Length [Goe63a].

Fixed-word-length [Son62].

Flexible [LR63].

flight [Hen66a].

Floating [GR64, Ike65, Kes62, Sil60c, Gra62, Man66, Per60].

Floating-Point [Ike65, Sil60c, GR64, Kes62, Gra62, Man66].

Flores [RF67].

Florida [Mil66].

flow [B366b, BJ66c, Gre66b, And65a, Can63, Coe67b, ML60].

flow-charting [Ang65a].

Flowchart [Ros63b].

flowcharting [She66].
Flowcharts [Knu63a, Gor65b]. flows [SN69]. FLOWTRACE [She66]. folding [Say69a, Say69b]. fonts [MLM67]. Forest [Dia69]. Form [Ing67, Sto62b, Bra61b, Gre66b, Lar62a, Sch63i, Kun64, Pet65].

FORMAC [Nei67, Tob66a, Tob66b]. Formal [Gre64c, McN68, CW62, EPBS63, Fe66, Io64, WW66a, WW66b, WW66c]. Formalism [Ive64a]. Format [BBF63, Gab67, Py67a, Ran65, Bem67b, GM64, Gre61a, Loh68c, Per64c, Ber69]. Format-free [BBF63]. Formatting [Kin65a]. Formula [Hub66, SB60, Mei68, Sam66b, Tha64c, We66, We61]. formulae [PI64]. Formulas [Gau68, Sal69c, Hil69, Ree66, Sal69b, Tra61b]. formulation [AHD63, How67, Rob61b]. FORTRAN [BS64, Poo62, RSD65, Ame66, Ano69a, Ano69b, Arn65, BBF63, BBB64, Bem61, Bla60, Bus67b, Coh66, Dra64, Elk65, EO66, GM64, Gor64a, Har65a, Has67, HB63, Hei64a, KL64, Lea6, Lew63, Mac64, Man64, MM65, Ost62a, Ost64, Owe65a, Owe65b, Py65, Py66, Rab62, Rob62, Sha65, Smi63b, Sti62, Taj65, Wei66b, Wei67a, Wri66, Yar62, ANS69, ANS71, Ack64, Aye63, Bar61a, BE69, Cle66, Fed63, Gar63, Gar65, Gro69b, Har65b, Hei66, Ken65, Pot66, Tob65, We61b].

Forum [For66c, Her66, Per66a, Oet65]. Forward [KF63c, Tha63]. Fourier [Ber68a, Sin68a, Sin68b, Sin69a, Sin69e, CM67b, For64a, Geo63e, HR69, Mei68, Mi63d, Sch63, Sin67, Tei65, Tha64a, We61a].

Fourth [Bro60a, Ehr66, Kar66]. Fractions [Flo60a, Bra69, Kar61, Mor64, Tha62b]. fragmentation [Ran69]. Francisco [Tei64]. Free [Blu66, GP65, Ros67d, BBF63, Kun66, Rod67, Ung68, WS64, Mc64a]. Free-text [Blu66]. freeway [Hay66a]. frequencies [Kr68]. Frequency [Gra63a]. frequently [BS61a, Gre63b]. Fresnel [Cun62a, Cun62b, Cun62c, Gra63b, Gra63c, Gra64, LG64].

Frontierland [Sha66b]. Fulkerson [Atc67]. full [BSW69, Lyn68]. full-duplex [BSW69, Lyn68]. fuller [SB63]. Function [BP67, BS60, Bu74, Cla60a, Cla60b, CR67, Col78, Col61a, Dav76, Deu66, Dun65b, Pik67b, FS67a, Gau69a, Her61o, Her61a, Ho62, K74, Lea60b, Lip61b, MM73, PH66a, Rei65b, Rod63c, Sch62a, SED69, Bak61, Beh62b, Beh63, Blu69, Bra64a, CH64, Cle61, Col61b, CT62, CC64, Cy64a, Doy65, Eis67, Fet63c, GP64, Gau64d, Her61l, HJ67b, Hoa68, JS62a, K62, Mc64b, Pit67, Rab66, Rel62c, Sha62a, Sig66, Squ67, Sta65c, Sti67, Tha62d, TS63, Tha63b, Tha63g, Tha63d, Tha67b, Tha67a, Wat66, Whi68a, WM66, Fle66, HB69, We61]. Functional [Bar61c, DP67, Hen66a, VM69]. Functions [DLW66, Dod65, Gau64a, Gau65a, Gau66b, Gun67, HJ67b, Jan77, Lew75, Mac65, McC60, Par66a, Per64a, Pom65, Sko75a, TS69a, VGB61, Vo67, Wo61, Bra69, Ca66, CC66, Cle61, Coh69, FH62, Gar66, Gau64b, Gau64c, Gau65b, Gau69b, Geo63d, Gra1b, Her61f, Kl60a, Kl60b, Kl60c, Mac68, Man65, Mor64, Ose60, Per64a, Pex64, Rab68a, Rab68b, Rab68c, Rab69, Sal62b, Tan63a, We64a, Wir65a, Tha62f]. Fundamental [Pat69a, GC67]. funds [Ham68]. Further [CV68, Gen68, Glu62, Jue63a, Mul62b, Nad62a, Pan67, Ros61c, Sco64, WW67, Gar64b, Oli61, Dun65a, Kah65]. FUSBUDET [Kon63b]. future [Boo60, Sal68a, Tit67g]. futures [Sut68].
Ano66a, Ano67, Ano68b, Ano69d, Luc67].

indexed [HB66]. Indexing [Bar63c, EW61].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].

Indirect [Joh61, Kai69]. indiscreet [Bla63b]. indiscretions [RM64].

Indistinguishable [Fen68, Gra69].

individual [Ros67c]. inductive [Fau64].
BKK67, inventorship [Hau64]. Inverse [Zie68, Geo62c, Hal64, Her61i, Lar62a, Rod63b, BR66, San63a, Boo65b, Her61h, Med65, Nau63i, Ran62a], inverses [Caf63, Eng63]. Inversion [Boo64b, Geo62a, Ing62a, Roe62, Sch60, Tor61, Beh62e, Bra61a, Cha60b, Cli64, Coh61a, Con62, Des61, Fer65, Geo62d, Geo63c, La63, Lar62a, Mol63, Nau63e, Pei62, Pri60, Rod63d, Str62, Nau63f].


Iteration [GF65, McK62a, Mei65, Ric65, McK62d, McK64b, Tra61b]. iterations [Kor65]. Iterative [Ehr66, Abr67, Bin67, Bra61a, CS63a, Lut63, Lut64, Tra61a, We62b]. ITIRC [Kau66]. IV [BS64, Leaf64, SGM+67].


K2 [It67, Mac69]. Kanner [Gal60b]. keeping [Hol71]. Key [DL65, Car62, Hic62, TK66]. Keys [Joh61]. Kind [Gau64a, Her61p, Lon70, Sko75a, Cob69, Gau65b, Geo63d, Her61f, Her61m, Her61n, Her61q, Lar66b, Ose60, Tha63n].


Ku [Col69]. Kutta [Bay66b, Byr67, Kar66, Luk63, Nau60b, Pri64b, Tha66b].

L2 [Wir65a]. L6 [Kno66]. Labeling [Log60]. labelling [Hol60c]. laboratories [Bar60].

laboratory [Geo63, Ric61b]. LACONIQ [Dre67]. lag [BBK65, BBK66]. Lagrangian [Sch63].


Language [Bac66, Bar62, BCD+62, CW62, Chu65, CW65, Del65, FR69, Gal65, Gal68b, GL65, Gre65b, GT63b, McK65d, Moe66, NBB+60, NBB+63, Opl65, Par66b, Qui69, RR65, TKN65, We66c, AWZ64, Ano63a, BF69, Bar61a, Ben68, Boa66, Boh62a, BDM63, Chr66, Cla66a, Cla67, Cle63, CM63, CS66, DN66, Den66, DWH69, DS61, Do65, EPB63, Fau64, Fer63, Gar64a, Gar68, Gol61, Gor64a, Hal66, Hut68, Ing62c, KHMB61, KG62, Kul68, Lea64, LW62a, Lom64, LR63, Mac62, Man64, MCD63, NT60, Ohl62, PK67, Par66e, Per64c, Pot66, Qui61, Rab62, RBCR68, Sam62b, Sam66c, San69, Sch66a, S67, Swa66, Tob65, Vaz61, Vos64, Wai67b, WY62, Wel61, Wel63b, Wir66, Yng62, vS64].

Languages [Abr66, Ano63d, BJ66b, Gar68, HP68b, Hal68, Joh65, Kai69, Kul68, Mar68c, McI60a, McN63, McN68, San65, SB63, TL66b, Wei63b, Ano63c, Ano64e, BR64b, BJ66c, Bro63b, Car63, Che63, Coh67, Fel66,
Flo62e, Gor61a, Gor61b, Gor62b, Gor64g, GGJ+63, Gra62, Gre66a, Gre62b, Hor61, Iro64, Ive64a, Kun66, Lan66, Moo68, Opl66, Rap66b, Rap66c, Ros64a, Sha66c, Sha68, TL66a, Tru67, Wil64b, YS63, Zem66, dF63. Laplace [Sch60]. Large [Ano62j, FS63, HJ67b, Tuc65, BL62, CH64, Kah62, Mil68, TS63, Tha63b, Tha67, Tha67a, Whi64a]. Large-capacity [Ano62j]. Large-volume [Ano62j]. Larger [Gau65a, Jan77]. Lattice [JPAR68]. Law [Ban67b, Ban67a]. Lawyer [Ban68]. Layout [SEFQ66]. Leaders [Ano62k]. Leading [TW66]. Learning [MS65, FS62, Swe61]. Least [Glu63, Mak67a, MNW65, dW60a, Bit63, CKP63, Gen68, Gol67b, Mak67c, Mar61, RS60, Rob61c, RG66, Wat69, Art63, Mac61b, Mac60a, Mak67b, Sch72a, Syn63a, Syn63b]. Least-squares [MNW65, RS60, Mac61b]. Left [KS66]. Legal [Fre62, Fre63c, KHB61, W667]. Legendre [Jan77, Cob69, Gal60f, Geo63d, Her61f, Her61p, Her61c, Her61q]. Legislation [Tit67e]. Lehmer [DH97a, DH97b, PRB69]. Length [Goe63a, Knu63b, MNW65, dW60a, Bit63, CKP63, Gen68, Gol67b, Mak67c, Mar61, RS60, Rob61c, RG66, Wat69, Art63, Mac61b, Mac60a, Mak67b, Sch72a, Syn63a, Syn63b]. Letter [Gal69g]. Let [Gal69g]. Letter [Abb68, Abr68, Aig67, AGP65, Ano66b, Arb61, AGG61b, Arm60, Bac61, Bal68, BLC65, BJ66a, Ben61, Bem67b, Ben68, BMB68, Boc65, Bri67, Bur65a, Bus67b, Car69, CBG60, Cha61b, Cha68, Cod67, Col69, Col65, Con61, Cor67, Dav66, De 61, De 67, DeV68, Dic62, Dj61, Dj68a, Dod68, Dow69, Dun61, Dun65a, Elk65, Erc60, Fei67, Fel69, Fer64, Fik67a, Fir69, Fit68, FvF68, Fol63, For63a, Gab67, Gal68b, Gen68, Giv67, Giv68, Goe64, Goo68, Gor65a, Gos65, Gre60b, GS61c, Gro65a, Gro69a, Haa65, Har65b, Hau63b, Hen66b, Her61s, Her61r, How68a, How68b, Hub66, Hus60c, Hus61e, Hus61f, Hus61g, Hus61h, Hus61i, Hus62a, Hus62b, Hus62c, Hus62d, Hus62e, Hut65a, Ivc65, J669, Jun61, Kin65b, Knu63c, KG63, Knu64, Knu66b, Knu66c, Kol61, Kon63b, Kri68, Lak62]. Letter [Lan68, Lor63, M.67, Mad60, Man68, Mar68b, May61a, McIB63, McIC67, McIC69a, McK68a, McN63, Mea61, Mon62, Mor68c, Nad67, Ohl69, OS67b, Ort68, Owe65a, Owe65b, Par66b, Pay65, Pip61, PD68, Pol66b, Py67b, Rad63, Rei65a, Rey61a, RD68, Rod68, Ros65a, Ros68, Ros63a, Ros66c, Rus65, San65c, San61, San65, Sat61b, Sch65b, Sco64, Sha68, Ski68, Swa65, Tho66, TDTW61, Wag60, SIl60c, War65, Wei61a, Wei69a, Wei63b, Whi64b, Whi69, Wir66, Wis68, Wuo69, Wuo68, W6l61, Yar68, Yoa65a, Zem69, deB67, van68b, Ben67c, Coo66, For64c, For64d, For64e, For65c, For65d, For65a, For65b, For65e, For66d, For66e, For66f, Gal68c, Gal68d, Gal68e, Gal68f, Gal69d, Gal69f, Gal69b, Gal69e, Gal69c, Gal69a, Gal69b, Gal69g, Oet66a, Oet66b, Oet67a, Oet67b]. Letter [Oet67c, Ra67, Ros67b]. Letters [Ano64c, AGG60, Bar60, Ber60c, Boe60, Des61, Det60, Deu60, Fer62, Gal60a, Gal60b, Ge60, GIT60, Hus60d, Hus61, Hus62f, KG62, KSB60, Lar62b, MSR60, Pos60, Sal63, WR1+60, Gal69, KG63, MLM67]. Letters [GF68]. Level [MM67a, Bar61a, BM67a, BW63, Cor67, Ell68, Fer63, Man68, Ver66, vS64]. Levels [Bri67, Bry66, Ols65, Tit67k]. Leviathan [Rom61b]. Lewin [W6l8]. Lexical [JPAR68]. Lexicographic [OS68, Roy73, Lei69, OS67a]. Lexicographical [Ell65, OS67c, SS62b, Bos63a, Mi63a, She63]. Lexicographically [Val63]. Librarian [Hic62]. Library [Moo61a, CCMP66, Map68]. Lightpen [Goo65]. Lightpen-Controlled [Goo65]. Like [Spe60b, TKN65, CW62, Chu65, EPV61, Gal69e, Par66e, Ros64a]. Limited [Ost64, Kin68, Pol65]. Limited-entry [Pol65]. Line [Ell74a, Ell74b, Gai74, MC73,

PBM62, Pri60, Rod67, Ros66a, Tra61a.
Michigan [Fol67]. microfiche [Woo68].
microfilm [Sch69c]. microprogrammed [Web67]. Microprogramming
[Gre66a, Smi67a]. microsentences [CJ66].
miniature [Gor62a]. MINIFUN
[Woo68]. microfilm [Web67]. Microprogramming
[Gre66a, Smi67a]. microsentences [CJ66].
minimal [GR70, Hib63, Pet70, Sin69b]. Minimal
[GR70, Hib63, Pet70, Sin69b]. Minimal-Storage [Hib63]. Minimax
[Dun69, FH64]. minimisation [Fle66, Wel65]. Minimization
[Bul74, Dav76, KK74, MM73, HB69].
Minimizing [Pom65, Spa67c, Sil69]. Minimum
[Pat69b, Cal61, Foa61, Sl64a, Wei63a, WM66, Br63b, Mut68].
minimum-cost [Sl64a]. Minit
[GD71, SS68, HOK73, Mes69, Obr73].
MINIFAC [Dij64, Gaw63, Gaw64, Sco64]. minisentences
[Alb67]. Misspelled [Bro64b]. Modification
[Tha60a, Bre68]. Modified [Gre68a, CCMP66, Ehr67b, Gar66, Lar62a, Fai69, Fc63c, Gra65, Ste66a, Ste66b, Th63g].
Modular [Ene62, BTHR69]. modulation
[BBK66]. Molecular
[KW62d, BLC65, KW62d]. Molecular-Orbital [KW62d]. moments
[Lec61]. monitor
[Bar64, Bla63b, BRC69, Drc67, Hor67].
monitoring [Pin69]. monographs [Ano62f].
monotonic [Sig66]. monotonous [Tob66b].
Monte [Cl61, MW66]. MonteCarlo
[Rod63a, Rod63b]. Monthly [Ort85].
Mooers [Ste66a]. moon [Wil64a]. Morris
[Ros64b]. Mortem [KL64, BCPW67, Cla68].
Moscow [Ber60a]. most [Ham67]. motion
[Gor62a, How67]. Moursund [Fik67a].
move [Cav64, Fir69]. movies [Zaj64].
moving [DPT63, MR [Ort85]. Mr.
[Boe60, RF67, Ste66a]. MT [Ham67]. much
[Ben67c, Syn64]. Muller [Rod63c, Wh68a].
Multi [Fis65, Iro65, MM67a, BKK65c, Ver66, BM67c]. Multi-Dimensional
[BM67c]. Multi-Level [MM67a, Ver66].
Multi-Programming [Iro65]. multi-run
[BKK65c]. Multi-Tape [Fis65]. MULTICS
[DD68a]. Multidimensional
[Wh69, He62b, Jod62, Th64c].
multifactor [Pen66]. multifunctional
[RE67]. Multilevel [WH66b]. multilingual
[Hol60b]. Multinomial [Mal66].
MULTINT [Fre61, Os68b, Th63].
Multiphase [Man63]. Multiple
[BR64a, CL61, Key63, Man66, MRZ62, Oly64, PS60, Rab61, Ryl61, Ste64b, Fuc68, McK63a, Pen66, Rub61, Ska66, McK62c, Wir64].
Multiple-Precision
[Rab61, BR64a, Key63]. Multiplexing
[ALP66]. Multiplication [Gur60, Sas61].
multiplicative [McK68a]. multipliers
[DH67b, DH00]. multiplying
[Bak62, Com64b]. multiprocessing
[Lam68, Par66c]. multiprocessor [Mah61].
Multiprogram [Cod60a, Cod60b].
Multiprogrammed [DV66, BCP62, Las69b, Mah61, Ram66, Wei62a].
Multiprogramming [Wir69, Wir70, BW68a, Dij68b, Gi66, Hor67, LMT62, CK67, PP62, Ros66b, Ste66b, WM69].
multiuser
[Den68a, Den64]. multivariate [SPGH66].
Multiword [Com64a]. Munich [Ano62c].
musical [Kas62]. Mutual [Air66, Sdp67].
Name [Ano69f, Wei65a, Gru64]. nameless
[Bar61b]. Names [Dav62]. NAPSS [RR66].
NATIONAL
[GR63b, Ano69e, Bro63a, GS62]. NATO
[Lan69d]. Natural [Wei66c, Hut68]. nature
Naur [Knu64, AGG60]. Near
[SH64]. Near-minimax [SH64]. NEBULA [BRW66]. Nebulous [Tit67g]. needed
[Ort68]. needs [Ban68]. Neely [van68b]. Negative [Gar65, Her61r]. NELIAC
[Hal63c, HHM60, HLW63, Mas60, WW62]. NELIAC-generated [WW62]. Nerve
[Can64]. net [Lai61b]. Net flow [BW68b, BW68c, Bri65, HKV68]. Network
[ES62, Cal61, Can63, Kat63b, Las61, SN69]. Networks [Kas63, LM65, Loo65, Par69a, Ten77, DRR68, Fis68, Gar63a, Kah62, Kle67, Sch68, Uhr69]. Neumann [Col78, Her61a]. neural [Drr68]. neurological [SPO62]. Never [Gru64]. Newcomb [GIB65]. newer [Gru62]. news [AWS62, DB63]. Newton [BS62, BJK61, Bey64, Ehr67b, KF63c, KF63b, KP69, Kon63c, Mot67, Ros66a, Tha63a, Tha63j]. NEXCOM [Hop63a, Hop63b]. next [Lan66]. No [Alt64, Ano60a, How67, Ort85]. noise [PA62, TD66]. Non [TK66, Bro63c, Bro67b, MM67b]. non-existence [Bro63c]. non-linear [Bro67b]. non-numeric [MM67b]. Non-uniform [TK66]. nonexistence [Fio62f]. Nonlinear [Bae62b, BKK65b, Rad71, Spä67c, BJK61, Blu69, Hol64, R565b, Ros66a, Sil69]. nonmembers [Gal62b]. nonnumerical [Kle66]. nonrecursive [CW66a, MT63, MTB64]. Nonredundant [Cle63]. nonstandard [Coh66, HDK68]. Norbert [Car64]. Normal [HJ67b, Knu64, Mac65, Pet65, Tra82, Bak61, Mac68, MMB64b, Pik65a, Ada69, Bel68, Ber68b, Col63b, Cyv64a, Geo63a, HJ67a, HJ67b, Kno69, Pik65c]. Normalization [KN67]. NormDev [Pik65b, Sha62b]. North [Bus61]. Northwest [San61]. Notation [Lan65a, Lan65b, Bar63b, Bar63c, BGS64, Gav63, How67, Mar68b, Sni60b]. Notations [Sni65a]. Note [And64, And60b, Ano60c, Bem63, Ber65, Bro63c, CR67, CL61, Cro65, Dru63, Flo60c, Hea64, Ike65, Kan60, Ver65, B.61, Bak62, BSW69, Bey64, BM68, Bro67a, Che64, Com64b, Ing60, Jon62, Kan63b, Kor68, Lub60, Mar61, Oli61, Ran69, Rod63d, Roe66, SA64, WS64, Wir66]. Notes [Cle61, Wil61c, Got62a, Tra61b]. nothing [Bem67c]. Notices [Ano62g, Ano62e, Ano62f, Ano62h, Ano62i, Ano62k, Ano62l, Ano62j, Ano62m]. Nov [Ano60a, Sil69]. NPL [RR65]. NRZI [Gor66d]. Nuclear [NS60]. Number [Ano60c, Cha67c, CM67b, De 73, Fri67, Her61e, Her61k, JS62b, Kan60, Knu60, Kru69, Sin69d, Sin69c, Boo66c, Bro65a, Cha67d, Cha67e, Col64a, Col64b, DH97a, DH97b, DH97c, ER21, Fro62, Goo68, Gor67, Gra62, Gro69b, Her61f, Hut66, JS62c, Knu61, Kue61, MB68, Mie68, Nad61, Nes61, Opp64, PRB69, Rel62a, Rel62b, Ser69, Tan63b, Whi68b, Win67, McK65a]. numbered [Lan61]. Numbers [Han66b, Ike65, Lak62, PH66b, Sno68, Sul72, WB65, Bem60a, Don69, GR64, Hem69, Kar61, Mar68a, PH65, Sho68, Swi60b]. numeric [MM67b, Sha66c]. Numerical [Ano64d, BG68b, BKK65, BKK65a, BKKV68, Ber68a, Con66, Eis67, Geo66, Hol64, McK62b, MRZ62, Nov85, Par69c, Rab68a, Sch60, Ser69, She67, Squ67, SL68, BJK61, BKK77, DPT63, DC64, Day65, Ehr67a, Ell60b, Ell61, For64a, For64f, Ham66c, Hen66b, MPS66, McK63b, Me66, Pik65d, Pop63, Ros61b, SK69, Tho66, Wat66, Wil64c, Ale61c, Coh62, Ell60a, Koh67, RR66]. Ob [Bai64, Gal64b, Zor65]. Obituary [Ano60b]. Object [LM69, Geo65, Hic62]. Objects [Fun68, Gra69, May62e]. observations [Boc65]. obtain [Gar66]. obtaining [BG68b, Dow69, Ken69]. Occur [Par69a]. occurring [BS61a]. Octal [Cro65].
paralysis [Ste68b], parameter [Rab66].
[Ike65, Shi62, Sil60c, BKK65b, Day65, GF68, Gra62, GR64, Hac62, Hal64, Ham66b, Hol64, Kes62, Man66, MRZ62, Per60, RG66].

point-of-sale [Ham66b].

point-of-sale/updating [Ham66b]. points [Kui68, dW60a]. Poisson [Gra62, GR64, Hac62, Hal64, Ham66b, Hol64, Kes62, Man66, MRZ62, Per60, RG66].

Poisson [Per64b, Sam65a, Sho68, Sno68].

Poland [GGJ63]. pole [Eis67, Squ67].

policies [Tit67b]. Policy [Ano69a, Ano62n, Her66, Per66a, Sal66d, SS66b].

Polygamma [Lew75, TS69a]. Polygon [Shi62, Hac62]. Polygonal [Her69b]. Polynomial [AS69, Col66b, Eis63, Fik67b, Gal60c, Gal60d, Gal60e, Gal60f, Gra63, Gra60, Ker66, Non68, Nov85, Pan68b, Ada67, Ale61c, BF61, Bin67, Bit63, CKP63, Coh62, Cyv64b, Ell60a, Ell60b, Ell64, GF64, GT60, Hen63d, Hen63a, HW65, Her61b, Her61c, Her61d, IS66, Koh67, KA69, Mos66, Pri64a, Smi69c, Van61, Mac60b].

Polynomials [BM67b, Cod67, Her61p, Mak67a, Nol68, Per62a, Sko75b, Col62k, Ehr67b, Gen68, Gol67b, Her61q, JCK66, Knu62b, Knu63c, Lut63, Lut64, Mac61b, Mac60a, Mak67c, Mak67b, McK67b, MK68b, Nol69, Per64a, Sam56a, Tha64b, Wat69, Wit68].

Polyphase [Gil63, GT63a, Mal63, McA64, Men62, Rey61b, Rey61c, GV64]. port [Luc64]. port-a-punch [Luc64]. Portable [Kru69]. POSE [SS67]. Posed [Bar62].

poses [Sha66b]. posing [SS67]. Position [Den68c, Hac62, Shi62]. Positive [Duk69, Spä67, HP68a, HP68b, Sch69a, Sig66].

possible [Goo68]. Post [KL64, BGP6W7, Cla68]. Post-Mortem [KL64]. Posteriori [Gib63]. posting [Hea66b]. potential [BCK64]. Power [JS62b, Bra61a, Cha61b, Erw62, NK62, Rel63a, RS60, Tha64b].

Pracnique [Eng63].

Pracniques [And65a, Cafl63, Fed63, Gre63b, How62b, Kah65, Man65, Poo62, RS65b, San63a, Son62].

Practical [Rab68a, Rab68b, Rab68c, Kor69, Kul61].

practicality [How68a]. pragmatics [Car66a, Gor62a].

precedence [Bel69, Mar68c, Wir65a]. Precision [Cod64, CL61, FS67a, Ike65, Knu65b, Kri65, Lew75, PS60, Rab61, Ste64b, Swa65, TS69a, Yar67, BR64a, Bur62, Grun62, Key63, Man66, Syn64]. prediction [Las69b]. Predictive [Kun65, Kun66]. preference [Bus67a].

prefix [SK64]. Preliminary [AGG60, Nag68, Car66a, CHK65a]. Preparation [Pai60, Gor65b]. preparing [HO61b]. preplanned [O'N61].

preprocessor [CC67]. prescribed [Sch69a].

Presentation [Ano69c]. presented [Gor61a, Gor61b, Gor62a, Tei64]. President [Arm60, Car69, For64a, For64d, For64e, For65c, For65d, For65a, For65b, For65c, For66d, For66e, For66f, Gal68c, Gal68d, Gal68e, Gal68f, Gal69d, Gal69b, Gal69c, Gal69e, Gal69a, Gal69b, Gal69i, Gal69j, Gal69k, Hus60c, Hus60a, Hus60b, Hus61e, Hus61f, Hus61g, Hus61j, Hus61h, Hus61i, Hus61a, Hus61b, Hus61c, Hus61d, Hus62a, Hus62b, Hus62c, Hus62d, Hus62f, Hus62e, M.67, Oet66a, Oet66b, Oet67a, Oet67b, Oet67c, Ros67b].

Prevention [Hab69]. Previous [Tra60a, Lie60]. Primal [Air66, BJ66a, MC65, Spå67d].

Primal-Dual [Air66, MC65, Spå67d].

primal-simplex [MC65].

Prime [De 73, Sin69d, Sin69c, Abr68, DD68b, Cha67d, Cha67c, Cha67e, Shi64].

primes [Nau63c].

Principle [Sin69c]. principles [Rec66b, RW65]. print [Moo63]. Printed [RS65a, Las69a].

Printers [Sto62c, Gar62, PM64].


Proc [Ohl62].

Probabilistic [HS66, Hen66c].

Probabilities [CH88, Mor68a, Mor69a, SA64].

Probability [Col63a, CC66, Col63b, Her61r, Lec61, Mil68, Ris61].

Problem [Dij65, Fle65, Gol61, RR66, deB67, Bay66a, Bay68b, Bro66, Day65, Elk65, Gol69, Gre63b,
GLC68, Hay62, Hom66, Hym66, Klo65, Knu66a, Knu66b, Kub66a, Mac62, Mac61a, Nau66a, Ols65, Roe66, [Ros60, Sil60b, Sim67, Sla66, SL68, dB67].

Problem-oriented [Gol61, Hom66, Mac62, Ols65].

Problem-Solving [RR66, Gol69].

Problems [Ano60c, Bar62, Edm64, Fis67, Lyn65, Mah61, AGP65, App62, Be61b, BJK61, BKK65b, BKK67, Blu69, DC64, DF60, DG67, Gre64b, Gre68b, Hol64, Kel64, Kie66, MP66, MRZ62, Mul62a, Nau63k, RS65b, Sal66a, SS67, Shim60, SPGH66, Wei64a, YK66].

Procedure [FL60, Gal67, Ing61c, KL64, Moo66, Op65, Sin68b, Sin69a, BF61, BG69a, BL62, Eg63, Lar62a, MMB64a, MMB64b, May61a, Mon64, Ros67a, SW67, Sin69e, Wai67a, HJ67b, Mac65, Mac68].

Procedure-Describing [Moo66].

Procedure-Oriented [Opl65].

Procedures [De 68a, Flo62a, Gor64d, Gri65b, Sin68a, Ano69c, Cl64, De68b, Gor65e, Gri65a, Hea64, Hut61, IF61, Loh68c, Loh69, Mol63, O66, Pei62, Ran62b, Sal66c, Sl64, Sto68, Gib61, Loh68f].


Processes [DD68a, Par69a, Ano62h, Bac61, Gra61a, Hib61, Hor61].

Processing [An65b, Ano69c, Bro63a, Gore63c, Gor63b, GS61b, Gra68, McG62, Op65, PL65, Ros66c, Smi65b, Sus63, AWS62, Ban67a, Bar63b, BSW61, Ber69, BR64b, BRC69, CCMP66, Coh67, CS62, Doy65, Eme62, EH68, Fv6F8, Gor69, Gor63c, Gor64a, Gor65b, Gre61a, Gre61b, Hal66, Kel64, Law67, LJ66, Mad67, MM67b, Mor69b, Nau66a, Nek61, NT60, Par68a, Pol66a, Py67b, Rob62, Ry61b, Sch67, ST6V6, Sh66a, Smi67b, Tra63, Tra64, W67b, Wor66, Yar60, Gor64b, Ros63b].

Proctor [Wei63b, Bro67c, Bro67d, DM65, EP6V61, Fel62, Hal68, Sto67, Wai67b, Wh64a, Wil64a, CD6MW65].

Processors [MS68, Ros69b, Bro63b, EPB63, Gor61a, Gor61b, JPAR68, Kor69].

procurement [Ski68, Tit67b].

Product [Cla69a, Lar62a].

Production [Rob61a, HPSB66].

productions [Irw67, Poh67b].

Productivity [Las69b].

Products [Whe62, Bus67b].

profession [Ord67, Sid61].

Professional [SL66, JE69, Sal68b].

Professor [Coo66, Gaw64].

Proficiency [FK60].

profitable [And66].

Program [And65b, Ar69, Day63, Den68b, Ell74a, Ell74b, Fle65, Ga61, Hol61, MC73, MC68, Nau66a, Par69c, Ros66b, Sal69a, Sl65, Spe60b, Wei66c, Wil72, Wil73, Wir66, Bah68, Ber69, BS66a, Bra68, BW63, CA63, CHK+65, DB63, DLL62, DB69, Fer66, FJM66, Foa61, For67, Ful67, Goo65, Gre64a, Gri66, Han66a, HPSB66, Hen66a, Hic62, Knu66c, Kru68, Kru68, Low69, Qui69, Ram66, Ran69, Rey61a, RD63, SEFQ66, She66, SS62d, Smi63a, St62, Tra64, UHR66, Ung64, WB63, Wei62b, Wen64, Wil66a, Pan68a].

Programmed [DW60b, Gar62, Wei61b, Hib61].

programmer [Kn66].

programmers [SS66a].

Programming [An63d, Ano64e, Ar69, BG69b, BM67a, Bro65b, Car67, Che63, Cl69, DV66, DH69, Dij65, Dow61, Fat69, Gar68, HP68b, Hal68, Hoa69, HOK73, Iro65, Kai69, Kir65, Kn67, Km74, Kn92, KD71, Ku68, LG68b, Lue60, Mal67, Mar68, Mau68, Mes62, Mil68, Ob73, Pel60, Pen64, Per64e, RR65, Ros69b, SS68, Sh66a, SB63, Th68, Vei66b, Ver65, Wei63b, Wol64, de67, Aig67, AS69, Ano63a, Ano63c, Ar64, Aye63, Bel67, Bel61a, Bro63b, Bro64b, CEL67, Car63, Cla66b, CRS60, DF60, Elin60b, Elin1, Gar65, Glu62, Gl63, Gor61, Gor64a, Gor66g, GJJ63, Gor66a, GL68, Hea63, H69, Hol60a, Hom66, Hym66, Ivo64a, Jod68, JA64, Kli69, Knu66a, Knu66b, Lan66, Lar62a, LW62a, LJB66, Lue64, Mes69, Mil61, Moo68, MC65, OW69, Rap66b, Rap66c, Roe66].

programming
randomness [Gre65a]. Range
[Bem63, Gib61, Her61]. Raphson
[Bey64, Mou67]. Rapid
[Iro65, WK65, Whi64c]. Rapidly [Ber60b].
RAster [ORS68]. rate [Gre65a]. rates
[Sta62]. Ratfact [Hal62]. Ratio
[BB74, PS76, HP66, Luc63, Nea60, PH67].
Rational
[DLW66, GP64, Cle61, Fik67a, FH62, Gar66, Col62c, Flo60a, Per62a, Tha62b]. ratios
[Gau64c, Gau64d]. Ray
[Col60a, Foa61, Day63].
RCA [Ben65]. Re [Ben61, Fit68, Smi67c].
reaction [Pay65]. reactions
[Hea66c].
Reactive [Moo66]. Reactor [NS60]. Read
[Gil63, McK64a]. Read-Backward [Gil63].
readability [Ell62]. readership [Hus64].
reading [Mah64, Nag68]. ready
[Rab69, Uhr66]. Real
[Boy62, Bus65b, DLW66, GB68, Hea63, Hol62, JS62b, Ker66, Nie72, Tea62, WDH65, BF61, Ber68a, Bus65a, Cob69, Erw62, Geo63d, Her61f, Kuh66, Opl66, RS66, Sti68, Wei66a, Wel67a, Wel67b, Wil67b, vS64, Al61b, Col61b, CT62, HJ67b, Lca60b, Pea60, Pea61, Tha63d]. Real-Time
[Ber68a]. Realizing [Ano63b]. Reciprocal
[Hol62]. recoding [Lon62]. Recognition
[Wan60, Ano62b, BMMSS66, CC66, GPH60, KS66, SOW62, TW66, Gor65d]. Recognizers [GP65, Rob66b]. RECOL
[Cli63]. Recommendations
[Ass68, CHK+65, EW61, ACH+68].
reconciling [Voo66]. reconsidered [RD68].
reconversion [Wak63]. Record
[Dav62, Goe63a, NK62, Hol61]. Recorded
[Gor66d]. records [Fis67]. Recovery
[LK68a, LK68b, Wei69b]. Rectangular
[Gor66e, Smi63a]. Recursion
[Gal60c, Gal60d, Gal60e, Gal60f, Ric65, Smi65b, KS66]. Recursive
[Aye63, Bro65b, Fle65, Gra61a, Lyn65, McC60, Bac61, Cad63, IF61, JA64, Swe69].
Recursively [Woj61]. reduced [KA69].
Reducing [Kah65, Ros65c, Wol64, Hut65a, Sch64a, Whi64b]. Reduction
[Pri64a, Coo67b, Gil66, Lio66, Mac64, PPR69, Ree66, Hen63d, Hen63a, Rut62a, Sch63i].
Redundancy [San65, Tha62g]. Reels
[Gre64c, Per64]. reentrant [Wei69b].
referee [Kai67]. referees [Sal66c].
Reference [Mck65d, Fit64, Gre61a, McB63, Sau69, Wei64c]. References
[Col66, Boa66, Giu67]. refuted [Mon64].
regard [Abb68]. Regards [EV57]. region
[AGP65]. regional [Ber60c]. Regions
[Her69b, PR67]. register [Luc67].
Regression
[HL62, RA62, Bae62b, Bre68, Cla69a]. Regular
[Gau66b, Gau69b, Kol69a, Tho68].
rehabilitated [Bro67a]. Reiteration
[Ano62n]. Related [Abr66, Luc60, Map68].
relation [Bou66, Swe69]. Relative
[GP65, Ros67b, Shi62, Whi64a, Hac62, Kun66, Nag60]. relaxation [Kul61].
relevance [Kor68]. reliable
[BW69, Lyn68]. Remaining [Knu67].
Remark
[Ada69, BW64, Bay65b, Bay66b, Bay68b, Bay73, Beh62e, Beh62d, BP66, Boo67e, Boo69, BS61a, BB74, Bow65b, BW68c, Bul74, Cav64, Col78, Col64b, Col61b, Col62k, CH88, Dav67, De 73, De 68b, Dub61, Ell74a, Ell74b, Er85, Erw62, Eva63, Fer65, For60b, FH60, FH64, Fri72, Gai74, Gar64b, Gau69b, GK70, Geo62f, Geo63e, Gra63c, Gra69, GR70, HB69, Han66b, HK60, Hen63b, Hen63c, Hen63a, Her61q, Hil69, HP85, Hoo68, HOK73, HL66c, Ibb63b, Ito76, Jan77, Jef62, JS62a, JS62c, Jue63b, Jue64, KK74, Kno69, Köl69c, KD71, Kop64, KP65, Lau63, Mac68, Mac61b, MC73, Mak67b, May62a, Mc66a, Mc68c, Mc68b, Mc64b, Med65, Mei65, Mes69, Mis75, Mol63, Mut68, Nau63g, Nes61, Nie72, Nol69, Nov85, Obs73, OS67b, Pea61, Pet70, Pik65d, Pik65e].
Remark
[Kun62, McK62b, Oly64, BF66, DF60, Kin66, McK63b, Pik65d, Rab68c]. **Rules** [BJ66b, Par68a, BJ66c]. **Run** [RF65, BKK65c]. **Runge** [Byr67, Kar66, Nau60b, Tha66b]. **Running** [BNS69, McI69a]. **S** [Car66b]. **S14** [PS76, Ami62, Dor68, Fie69, Hoa68, Lev69, Mor68a, Mor69a, Par69b, TS69a, Tha63e]. **S15** [eL76, Ada69, Ber68b, Gau69a, HJ67b, Mac65, OW68a]. **S16** [Cob69, Gau65a]. **S17** [Sko75a, Gau64a, Gau65b, Rei65b, Sta65c]. **S20** [LG64]. **S21** [Sko78, Far69]. **S22** [Cle69, Gau69b, Kol68a, Kol69a, Kol69c, Wit68]. **S23** [Sam65a]. **SABRAC** [LNE63]. **safeguards** [Wes67]. **sale/updating** [Ham66b]. **Samet** [Bau64a]. **sample** [Fis67, Mac61a]. **sampling** [Jon62, Jue63a, Mal66, Mul62b, Nad62a]. **San** [Tei64]. **sanguinalis** [Kel62]. **SAP** [Spe60b]. **SAP-Like** [Spe60b]. **SASP** [BBB64]. **Satisfying** [Sha63a]. **Selected** [Fri63]. **Selecting** [Gas67, Hoo69, Hom66, Ros68, Zem69]. **Selection** [Goe63b, Koc61, Moo61a]. **Self** [San63a, Arb61, dM65]. **Self-reproducing** [Arb61]. **self-reproducing** [Arb61]. **Selfcipher** [Pel60]. **Semantic** [Sab62, Smi60a]. **Semantics** [DV66, Bur64, Fel66]. **Semi** [CW62, CS63a, HL61]. **semi-automatic** [HL61]. **Semi-formal** [CW62]. **semi-iterative** [CS63a]. **Semiotics** [Zem66]. **sense** [LSTG65, Lum64]. **sensitivities** [Wil66a]. **sentence** [PPR69]. **sentences** [DBT69, Fri69b]. **separability** [Mee66]. **Separable** [Con63]. **September** [Ana62c, Bro63a, Gor63b, Ana69a]. **Sequence** [May62c, Egl63, Hal64, May62d]. **Sequences** [Hoo69, Bro65a, Pen64]. **Sequencing** [Bro60a, GBGL64a, BB64, Hom66]. **Sequential** [SB60]. **sequentially** [LG62]. **Serial** [Fat69, GBGL64a, BB64, LSTG65, We63a]. **Serial-by-Bit** [GBGL64a, BB64, LSTG65]. **Series** [Cl60a, Fet63a, McN68, Mif63d, Sni66b, Sp67c, Tha63k, We66a, Ber68a, Bra61a, Cha61b, Fet62, Fet63b, Fet63d, For64a,
Geo63e, HB63, Law63, Mac64, RS60, Sch63b, Sil69, Tha63p, Tha64a, Tha64b, Tha66c.

Serrev [Tha66a]. Service [Tit67, Rob66a].

session [WG66]. Set

[Aeg59, BS60, De 68a, Den68b, Gor65d, Her61p, Her61j, Ken60a, Pat69a, Tra60a, Bre62, Dub61, Gil61, Gor61b, Gor62a, GC67, Her61q, Hile62b, Nan63a, Nan63j, Rod63d, Sag64, Sta65c, Voo60].

sets [Bos63c, Hut63, Mif63c, Sig66].

several [JCK66, KC63, Nee66, Wri66].

Shanks [Sch64b, Tha63c]. SHARE [Gal62b, Ste61, Wag60, Gre60b].

shared [Bet67, Low69, Smi66a, Tea62, Weg62b].

SHARER [HS67]. SHARER2 [Har68b].

Sharing [BK69, CW66b, DD68a, Nie67, BHTR69, CM67a, Dre67, FS67b, Geo66, Gol69, Gre64a, HS67, Har66b, LNE63, LC66, McC67, OBS67, OW68b, Pin69, Ros64e, STW67, Sti69].

Sheets [Rob61a]. Shellsort [Boo63a]. ships [SS62d].

Shock [RSWM66]. shooting [MRZ62]. short [Col66a, RS60, Smi66b, Yar63]. Shortest [Dia69, Flo62d]. Shortest-path [Dia69].

shorthand [Bem60a]. Should [Arm64, Boo65a, Ful67, Mos65, Kle64, Per64d].

Shuttle [Juc63b, Juc64, ST63]. ShuttleSort [Sch63g]. SIAM [Mil66]. SICSAM [Kle66].


sight [Swa66]. SIGMA [Ano63c, Mil62]. sign [Sch69a]. signal [Kai62]. signed [PV64].

Significance [Gol63]. significant [Mil64b]. significant-digit [Mil64b]. similar [Cle61]. similarity [Alb67, Ort64, Ort85]. Simple [Gal64b, Ker66, Nei65, San65, Wol68, Bai64, HW69, Mar68c, NK67, Nie65a, RBS66, Sch66a, SV60, Vas62, Wen64]. Simplest [Don65b]. Simplex [BG69b, DF60, MC65, BG69a].

Simplification [Nie65b, Cla66a, Cla67]. simplified [BMB61]. simplifying [Cle66].

Simpson [Beh62c, Geo62f, Hen62b, Kun62, McK62b, McK62b, Oly64, Pik65d, Rel62g].

SIMSCRIPT [TKN65, Wei67a].

SIMSCRIPT-Like [TKN65]. SIMULA [DN66]. Simulating [Par69a, PK67].

Simulation [Dod65, FS62, GRH61, GPHO62, Her68, Kat63b, Kat69, LM65, LSM62, Nie67, Piz66, Qui61, SN69, Sim62, TL66b, Wei65b, Ano62a, Boy62, Bre64, BN66, DN66, Don69, Fis67, GS61a, Gre66b, GJ66, Hay66a, Hen66a, Hut65b, Kat63a, ML60, NW67, Qui69, SS66b, TL66a, Tru67, Urb69, Man65].

simulations [Lai61b]. simulator [For66a].

Simultaneous [Ble66b, Par69a, Rad71, And60a, Bae62b, Bla66c, Bro67b, Ker66, Roe62]. Sine [Cun62a, Cun62b]. Singleton [GR70].

Singular [BG69c, BG69d]. sites [Ros68, Zem69]. situation [Gol69].

sixteenths [Gor66c]. Sizes [Gal67, Mor68c].

SJCC [Ano62k]. Skeletal [Kah63].

skeletons [PR67]. skin [BCK+64].

SLANG [Sib61]. Slater [Bro62c, KW62c, KW62g]. Slater-Type [Bro62c, KW62c, KW62g].

SLIP [BR64b, Elk64, Rus65, Wei69b, YW64].

Slots [Fen68, Gra69]. slow [ALP66, Coh67].

SMALGOL [BDKS61]. SMALGOL-61 [BDKS61].

small [And65a, Col65, FS67b, Hor67, MNW65]. smaller [PGBF69]. smallest [Sig66].

SMART [SL65]. SMOOTH [Geo63b].

Smoothening [RG63a, RG63b]. social [SPGH66].

society [Per63b, Ros67c, Sal68b, Wes67]. Software [Car66c, Boo60, Gal60a, Gal62a, Gal69d, Oet67d].

Solution [Abr66, App62, BG68a, Di65, DP67, Lyn65, Nov85, Sch69b, Sch69d, She67, Tha66c, WH61, Ale61c, And60a, Bae62b, BG68b, Coh62, DC64, Day65, DG67, Ell60a, Ell60b, Eli61, For64a, GT60, GY63, Gre64b, Gre68b, Hol64, IS66, Kar66, Koh67, LSM62, Ska66].
SPGH66, SL68, Syn63a, Syn63b, VM69, Bla66c, Ble66b, Bro67b, BP68, Gra60, Her61d, Len69a, Pro69, Rad71, Van61.

**Solutions** [Boo66b, Cle69, Fri72, Mos66, Wei64a, Bow65a, Pec62a]. **Solve** [Fle65].

Solving [RR66, Ros69a, Spa67c, DF60, Ehr66, Elk65, Gol69, Kl665, Kub66a, Ono62, Ro66a, Sil69].

Some [AW664, And64, BK61, Car66a, Car63, Dij64, Don69, Fre63c, Gor61a, GPW65, Hub63, Ing61c, LG65, St66, SW61, Voo60, Yar60, dF63, Ah66, Bro64b, MT68, Tra61b, Boc65].

Solutions sophisticated [BN64].

Sort [Bay68c, GT63a, Goe63a, Mal63, Pat63, Yoa65b, GV64, Jue64, Knu63b, ST63, Yoa65a, Feu69, Jue63b].

Sorting sophisticated [BN64].

Solving sophisticated [BN64].

Sound [Swe61]. sounds sophisticated [BN64].

**Solutions** [Boo66b, Cle69, Fri72, Mos66, Wei64a, Bow65a, Pec62a]. **Solve** [Fle65].

Solving sophisticated [BN64].

Sort sophisticated [BN64].

Solving sophisticated [BN64].

Sound sophisticated [BN64].

**Solutions** [Boo66b, Cle69, Fri72, Mos66, Wei64a, Bow65a, Pec62a]. **Solve** [Fle65].

Solving sophisticated [BN64].

Sort sophisticated [BN64].

Solving sophisticated [BN64].

Sound sophisticated [BN64].

**Solutions** [Boo66b, Cle69, Fri72, Mos66, Wei64a, Bow65a, Pec62a]. **Solve** [Fle65].

Solving sophisticated [BN64].

Sort sophisticated [BN64].

Solving sophisticated [BN64].

Sound sophisticated [BN64].

**Solutions** [Boo66b, Cle69, Fri72, Mos66, Wei64a, Bow65a, Pec62a]. **Solve** [Fle65].

Solving sophisticated [BN64].

Sort sophisticated [BN64].

Solving sophisticated [BN64].

Sound sophisticated [BN64].
step [Gla66]. stepping [Las69a]. stepwise [Bre68]. Still [Arn65, Fer62]. Stochastic [Coh61b, STC65, Dum63, FL68]. Stone [DeV68]. stopping [Ada67]. Storage [Abr67, Ber65, BM67a, Deu66, FS63, Fot61, GR70, Hib63, Hub63, Jod68, Kno65, MM67a, Mor68b, Pet70, Ros67d, SW63, Sim66, Sin69b, Bel61b, Bot61, Bow63, Coh61b, Col61c, Fit64, Fos62, Fuc68, Gro63, HL61, Hol61, JMN61, Kel61, Lar66a, Mah61, Man68, ON61, Pol66b, RK68, Ram69, Rob61b, Sam61a, Sat61a]. Store [Fot61]. Stored [Boo67b, Mac69]. story [Gro69a]. strategies [Goo68]. strategy [Smi67a]. stretch [CV63]. String [Alb67, CW65, Mad67, Mal63, WY62]. Strings [Ber65, Din65, Knu63b, OH66a, SB63, Swi60b]. Stringsort [Bla64b, Boo63b]. Structural [Gri65b, Iro64, Gri65a]. Structure [BM67a, BCD+62, Goee3c, LG68a, Sab62, Bro63c, CKK61, Dij68b, Fit64, Flo62e, Flo62f, Gol61, Irw67, Kau63, KKR65, LG68b, Lev61, LSTG65, MM65, Nic61, Ohl69, Pen66, Poh67b, Rap66b, Rap66c, Ung68, Whe60]. Structured [Bar62, DW65a, Kau74, DW65b]. Structures [And65b, Deu66, Gor63c, Pat69b, Ram65, Sta69, Sus63, AWZ64, Bae63, Bri64a, Cla64, CS62, Kau63, Ros66b, SW67, Sim66, Wei62c, Wei64c, Wei69b, Wir66]. student [Oli66, Ros60, Lev69]. students [MW66]. studies [KHB61a, Nad67, Rom61b, SEG68]. Study [Hib63, Ros69b, Wei66c, DGM66, DH97b, DH00, Gor62a, GBGL64b, San63b, Smi60b, Wei67a]. subchains [FL68]. Subcommittee [Gor61b, Gor62a]. Subject [Ano65a, Ano66a, Ano67, Ano68b, Ano69d]. Subjective [Sch62c]. Subprofessional [Giv67]. Subprogram [MCD63]. Subroutine [Sam65b, Kan64]. Subroutines [RF65, Sha65, Smi65b, BBB64, Bar61a, Bus67b, CH61, HB63, Mac64, Taj65]. subscripted [Nat61]. Subscripts [Gar65]. subsequent [Gor61a]. SUBSET [Gor64c]. Subsets [Wai67a]. Substructure [Bel67]. Subtraction [Key63]. Successful [Bel61b, Knu61]. successor [Che64]. such [Hem69]. suggested [Ing67, SB63]. Suggestions [Utm63, Ha65, War65]. Sum [Sp67c, Sil69]. Surnador [Rog60]. Summaries [BS61b, Hay62, Rom61b]. Summary [Gor64f, He64a, WG66]. Summation [Nau60a, Tha63n, Tha64a, Wei62a]. Supplement [Woo63]. Support [DH97a, Tit67a, Tit67b]. Suppression [DH97a]. Surface [Sch72a, Art63, Bit63, CPK63]. Surfaces [Glu63]. SURGE [Lon62]. Survey [Bem60b, Bro63b, Cal67b, Can69, Fis65, Sam66b, SW60, EW61, GS62, Gil62, Gre62b, Man68, Ros61c, Sim65]. Suspension [Fis61]. Swift [Per61]. Switching [McN68, Mul64]. Symbol [BBB64, GKK62, Gre60a, PT60, Bar63b, Bat65, CH61, Chr66, May62b, Rap66a, Ros60, Ros61b, WY62]. Symbolic [Cha61a, Del65, Hal66, JCK66, McCO60, Smi65b, Smi65a, BB66b, BB66a, Car63, HT68, Ols65, Sh66c, dF63]. Symbolically [Ham66a]. Symbols [Gre60b, Ros63b, BR64a, Gor65b, Gun65b, Gun65c, ST64]. SYMINV2 [Nau64b, Eva63, Rut63a, Rut63b]. Symmetric [Boo67a, Bus65b, Wei63b, Zie68, BL62, Bus65a, Gre64b, McK67b, Sch63i, Smi61b, Wei67a, Wei67b, BM67b, McK67a, McK68c, McK68b]. Symmetrically [Ham68]. Symposium [Kle66, Mil66, Sha66b, Tei64, Zak66]. Synchronization [SB69]. Synchronous [Par66b]. Synonymy [RG65]. Syntactic [BF62, Smi60a, DBT69, Flo64b, HLW63]. Syntactical [BSS62, LW62a, TTW61]. Syntax [Burt65b, Iro61, Iee65, Lea66, MS65, Nar66, Bur65a, Car63, CW66a, EPBS63, Iee64b, Lea64, Lie64, Rob66a, Sch65b, dF63].
syntax-checking [Lie64]. Syntax-directed [Nar66]. Syntax [LHJ68, BMMS66, PA62]. Synthex [Sim61].


Table [She61, Sta65a, Bro66, Cro65, Eg663, Par66, San63a, Sta65b]. Tables [Kir65, Sni65a, Bat65, CKK61, Cha67a, Fis66, Fol63, Gri64, Her61r, Kin66, Kin68, Nic61, Pol65, Pol66b, Pre65, Vei66a, Vei66b].

tablet [Yar68]. tabular [Car67]. tactical [Ski68]. Take [Gor64c]. Take-up [Gor64c].

Taken [Bro60b, Bla63a, Col63c, Tho63d, Tho63d, WW63a, WW63b]. Talk [vS64].

tall [DG67, Fel62]. tandem [CD65]. Tape [An64g, Coo63, Fis65, Gor64c, Log60, Moo61b, Wei62b, Yo65b, An64f, Bot61, Go63b, Gor6cc, Gor66d, GS61b, Hut61, Jon62, Jue63a, Mil64a, Moo63, Mul62b, Nad62a, Per64f, Sta62, Yoa65a]. tape-file [Jon62]. tape-writing [Hut61]. tapes [Les63, Mah64]. Targeteer [Ton61].

Tausworthe [Fel69]. tax [Lei63]. Taxes [Tit67k]. Taylor [Ric61b, Bau64a, Sil69, Spa67c]. TC [Bro63a, Gor63b]. Tchebycheff [Gia61].

Teach [SP66]. Teachable [Qui69]. teaching [EH67, Gre62a, Swe61]. technical [Dow69, Gor66a, Kau66, Par66b].

Technique [An60, AD69, Go63b, Gre59, Kun65, Mau68, No67, TL66b, Bow63, Bre68, Bri64a, BKK65c, Clee66, Dan64, Fri60, How62b, Kul61, Lut63, Mah64, NK67, Per61, Ros61b, SV60, SV61, She60, TL66a, Weg60a, Wei63a, WK65, WM66, vS64]. Techniques [An64i, Bar63c, BM67a, Bre64, CB60, Cia66b, ED65, Fat69, Gln63, GT63a, Go63a, Goe46, GPW65, Kel61, LG65b, Mad67, Mil68, Mor68b, Pen66, Tho68, Van69, An60j, Bac66a, Che66, Don69, Gre68b, How68a, HW61b, JPAR68, JA64, Kau66, Kau66, Kin66, Lut64, Nag68, Pan68a, She61, SOW62, Wak63]. Technology [Hal65, War60, Aud66, Bla61, Oet66d].


Telephone [Nei65, CM67a, Lyn68, Nie65a]. telephones [MEF63]. Telescope
Teletypewriter [RBFR68]. Tell [Gal69e, Gro69a].

Tensor [Wal66, Wal67, How67], tentative [Gor61a].

term [Shu67, War65, Bar63a, Col62c, Col62f, Tho63b]. terminal
[AR68, But66, HPSB66, RFSC66].

Terminology [Gru60, Gor61a, Hol60b].

Terms [Gre63b].

ternary [DD68b].

Test [Aeg59, Boo66a, CH88, Hen66c, Her61j, LaS63, Tra60a, Bre62, Ost62a, Smi69a, Ung64]. Tests [CG64, HS66]. Tewarson [Coo66].

tester [BF68]. Testing [Gor67, Wei65a, Bre62, Ost62a, Smi69a, Ung64]. Tests [CG64, HS66].

Testing [Gor67, Wei65a, Bre62, Ost62a, Smi69a, Ung64]. Tests [CG64, HS66]. Tewarson [Coo66].

tester [BF68]. Testing [Gor67, Wei65a, Bre62, Ost62a, Smi69a, Ung64]. Tests [CG64, HS66]. Tewarson [Coo66].

text [Bak64, Ber69, Blu66, Doy62, Nag68].
text-processing [Ber69].
textbook [Wel61].
textile [LLB66].

th [Tra61a, Nes61]. Thank
[Got62b]. their [Got69, Gor61a, Gor61b, MB68, McC60, PR67, Wei60].

Theorem [Mat68a, Wol68, DLL62].

theorem-proving [DLL62]. Theorems [Wan60].

Theoretical [BG64, Car62a, WB64]. Theory
[Ano60c, Can69, GIB65, Gor62b, HB61, Lom61, Ste64a, Cod60a, La16a, Mull64, Qu69, TWW66]. there [Full67, Car69].

thermal [DB64]. thin [SL68].

things [Bla63a, Col63c, Tho63c, Tho63d, WW63a, WW63b]. Think [Bag60]. third [Tei64].

Thoughts [Tru67, Voo60, Yar60].

Threaded [PT60, EPV61]. Three
[MLM67, OSS69, Van68a, Gr65a, Gir65b, Sti67, KG63]. Three-dimensional [OSS69].

throughput [Whi64a]. Thunks [Ing61c].

tide [Car69]. Time
[BNS69, Bro60b, CW66b, FS67b, Gal69, Gre64a, Ha163b, Las65, Nie67, OBS67, Pat69b, Smi66a, WDHS65, Ack64, BBK65, BBK66, Bet67, Bla63a, Boy62, Bro66, Col63c, CM67a, Dre67, Fol63, Gaa66, Gor62a, HS67, Har68b, Hea63, HB63, HL61, Kat63a, Kuh66, LNE63, LC66, Low69, Mac64, McC67, Nea60, Opi66, OW68b, Pin69, RS66, Ros64c, STW67, Sti68, Sti69, Sut68, Te62, Tho63c, Tho63d, Weg62b, Wei66a, Wil66a, Wil66b, WW63a, WW63b, vS64].
time-lag [BBK65, BBK66]. time-motion [Gor62a].

time-shared
[Bet67, Low69, Tea62, Weg62b].

Time-sharing
[Gal69, OES67, Gaa66, Har68b, LNE63, LC66, OW68b, Pin69, Ros64c, Sti69].

time-tables [Fol63]. time-varying
[Wil66a]. Times [Bay69, Ham66a].

Timetables
[Ano66b, CG64, Dum65a, Gr66, Lio66].

timing [Sim62]. titles [Mc69a]. today
[Car66c]. tolerance [Cl66a]. too [Syn64].

tool [Bat61b, OH66a, Zaj64]. Top
[Bro67a, KS66, Zak66]. Top-to-bottom
[Bro67a, KS66]. Topological [Dia69, Kah62, Las65, Las61, Ten77, Han66a, Kas63].

topologies [EHL67]. TOP [HPSB66].
total [Car62, Nea60, Zak66].
tours [Poh67a].

TRAC [Moo66]. Tracing [May61b].

tracking [Wil64a].

trademark [Gal68b].

traffic [Ano62a, Gre64a, Kat63b, SN69].

Trajectory [Mac62].

transcendental
[Kar61, Ono62, Tha66c]. transfer
[Gor65c, Sta62, SL68]. Transform [Sin67, Ber64a, Sin68a, Sin68b, Sin69a, Sin69e].

transformational [Fri69a].

Transformations
[Bem63, CW65, Ort64, Ort85]. transformer
[Mac60b].

Transforms [Sch60].

transient
[FL68].

Transition [Con63, Gri68].

Transition-Diagram [Con63]. translated
[Weg62a].

Translation
[CW62, DeL65, Gai65, SB60, BB66b, BB66a, BB62, Fau64, Gra61a, Ing62c, Lec66, LW62a, Nau66a, Ols65, Ttt67g, WM65].

Translator
[FG68, Gal60b, AGG61a, Bot61, EC61, Hec64, MM65, RSD65].

transliteration [WK65].

Transmission
[Nei65, BSW69, BSW61, BB64, Gor65c,
Gor66b, Kuh66, Loh68c, Lyn68, Nie65a, GBGL64a. transmission/data [BSW61].
Transparent [Gor65c]. Transparent-mode [Gor65e]. Transport [Bay65a, Bay65b, Sim67]. transportation [DG67, Bay66a, Bay68b, Sim67]. Transpose [Boo67b, Mac69]. trap [May63].

trapezoidal [Rab68c]. Trdiag [Spr60].


trend [Car66c]. tri [Lea60a]. tri-diagonal [Lea60a]. Triangular [Ono62, Gre68a, HL62]. Triangulation [Ble66a, Bla66b]. Tridiagonal [Ros69a, WH61, Die62, Nau64a]. Trie [Fre60]. Triple [Ike65, Sch63i].

Triple-Precision [Ike65]. Trivial [Wat66]. Trouble [Kmu67, How68b, Woi69]. True [Fei67]. Trulility [Gar68]. Truncation [Kah65, Ros65c, Wol64, Hut65a, Sch64a, Whi64b].

Turanski [Ano66]. Turing [BJ66b, BJ66c]. turn [Cal61]. Turnaround [Iro65, Lyn66, Sin67b]. turning [BCP62, How68b, Wei62a]. tutorial [Ano68a, EIH68, Gor65c, Gor66b, Loh68a, Loh68c, Rec66a, Sch62d].

Twelve [Gor66f, Gor66a]. Twelve-Row [Gor66f, Gor66e]. Twins [Shi64]. Two [Bag60, BJ66b, CH61, Des60, FS66, Ito76, Pri60, Yoa65b, Zie68, BKK65b, BM67a, BJ66c, Col63c, Ehr68, Hem69, Hol64, Kui68, MEF63, Mas60, MRZ62, Nag60, RG66, Tho63d, WW63b, Yoa65a].

two-level [BM67a]. two-point [BKK65b, Hol64, MRZ62]. Two-Tape-Unit [Yoa65a, Yoa65b]. two-way [MEF63]. Type [Bro62c, KW62c, Bow63, KW62g, SPGH66, Tan63a, WIl64b, Wor64]. Typesetting [von67]. Typewriter [Moo66, RBCR68]. ultraviolet [WSP63]. Unambiguous [Joh65]. UNCOL [Bra61b].

Uncomputable [Dun65b]. unconstrained [Ros66a]. Undergraduate [Oli66, Atc66b, CHK65, For64f, Ful67, Kri68, Mil66].

Understanding [Wei65a, Qui61, Wei67b]. understood [Kle66]. undirected [GC67].


Unit [Yoa65b, Yoa65a]. units [Wei62]. Univac [Wil66b]. Universal [DS61]. universities [AH64, Ecc61, Fin66, Fin69, PGFB69].

University [RSD65, For67, HA67, Lyn66, Ano620, Ber60a, Bus61, CD65, Fol67, Mor60, SGM67]. Unknowns [DP67, VM69].

unstable [BKK67, Wri67]. Unusual [Rob61a]. updating [Ham66b]. UPLIFTS [CD65]. upon [SH66, Whi64a]. URAL [GT63b]. URAL-2 [GT63b]. USA [Loh68f, Loh68c, Ano69c, Bro63a, Gor63b, Loh68d, Loh69, Tra63]. USAAI [Loh68c].

usage [CF66, Law64, Ros64e]. USASCI [Bem67a]. USA [Ano68a, Loh68a]. Use [Bot61, Bro65a, CV63, De65, Fle65, Fro61, Gri68, Grui62, HO61b, Kan60, Ken60a, Kir65, Lo67, P62, Sab62, SP66, Sus63, VGB61, Ver65, And66, Ar65, Bar61a, BN64, Bou66, Coh67, Dra64, EPV61, Fre62, Fre63c, Gor65b, Gra62, Hea64, Kat60, Mb68, Mor69b, NK62, Sam66c, Sch62c, Sch62d, Sha65, SB63, Sin69a, Taj65, Woo68]. Used [Glo63, GPW65, Gor65c, Gor66b]. useful [Mei68]. user [Bet67, Bla60, Bra68, KM64, Mon65, Sch66a, Swa66]. user-oriented [Bet67, KM64, Mon65, Sch66a]. Using [BG69b, Cla69a, DL65, Goe63a, Mon62, Nei65, Ros65c, Sar59, Sin69c, Tra60b, And60a, Bel61a, BJK61, BCK64, BM67a, BR66, Bri64a, Don69, Edw63, Glu62, Glu63, Goe63b, Gor65c, Hea66c, How67, Hub63, JPA068, Key63, Lar62b, Lio66, Nie65a, Ost64, Sha66a, Vaz61, Wei64a,
REFERENCES


V [BR64b, NT60, New63b, Sha62c]. validity [McI60b]. valuable [Sch66b]. Value [BG69a, Blu69, DGMS66]. valuation [Ham65]. V [BR64b, NT60, New63b, Sha62c]. validity [McI60b]. valuable [Sch66b]. Values [Cle69, Fri72, Pan68b, Gol69, Mar63, MMB64b, Nat61, Pro69, Sti67, WM66]. Valued [Ber68a].

Values [Cle69, Fri72, Pan68b, Gol69, Mar63, MMB64b, Nat61, Pro69, Sti67, WM66]. Valued [Ber68a].

Variable [Goe63a, Kri65, Pat69b, Ram65, GS61b, HB62, Kin65a, Rob66a, Son62, Wak63, Wei64a]. variable [Wei64a]. Variable-Length [Wei64a].

Variable-field [Wei64a]. attribute [Wei64a]. Variable-Length [Wei64a]. Variable-Length [Wei64a].

Variable-field [Wei64a]. attribute [Wei64a].

Variable-length [Son62]. Variable-length [Son62].

Variables [BP68, JCK66, KC63, MMB64a, Mar63, MMB64b, Nat61, Pro69, Sti67, WM66]. Variance [Cla69b, How69, Oli68, BW63, Car67, Gar63, How62b, Pen64, Wel64a].

Variance [Cla69b, How69, Oli68, BW63, Car67, Gar63, How62b, Pen64, Wel64a].

Variance [Cla69b, How69, Oli68, BW63, Car67, Gar63, How62b, Pen64, Wel64a].

Variance [Cla69b, How69, Oli68, BW63, Car67, Gar63, How62b, Pen64, Wel64a].

Variance [Cla69b, How69, Oli68, BW63, Car67, Gar63, How62b, Pen64, Wel64a].

Variable [McI63, Fri60, ltr63]. variate [Sch63b]. various [SW67, Voo60]. varying [Wil66a]. Vector [Boo67b, Mac69, Wal63, Gun65a].


View [GF68, Sam65c]. viewed [Nau66a]. Viewpoint [Car62, Sch62c]. Views [Bar60, Bar64, Gor65a]. violent [Sch66b].


Visit [GGJ+63]. vocabulary [Tra65]. vocabulary [Tra64]. Volume [FS63]. vs [Ehr66, Gor64a, How68a, Knu64, KA69].


workshop [Ano63c]. Workshops [Mil61]. work [Har68a]. writer [Don62]. Writing [Bra68, FG68, Gar64a, Goo68, Hut61]. written [Eme62].

x [CT62, HJ67b, Tha63d, Day63]. X-ray [Day63]. X3 [Gor62a]. X3-4 [Gor62a]. X3.4 [Alt64, Gor61a, Gor61b]. X3.42 [Hau63b].

X3.9 [Ame66]. X3.9-1966 [Ame66].

XTRAN [Gre60]. XY [Cav64]. XYMOVE [Fle63, Sto63].


Z [ER85, Mis75, Gun65a, Her69b, Nad67, Per69]. Zero [Gib63, Bem67c, Gar65, GLC68, Lo67].

zero-one [GLC68]. Zeros [DLW66, Lea60b, Cai66, Col61b, HW65, BF61]. ZEROS [Fle63, Sto63].
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